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JUDICIAL AMENDMENT EXPLAINED—A panel of four attorneys explained the proposed constitutional amendment affecting Kentucky's judicial system at an open meeting of the Sigma Department of the Murray Woman's Club held here
Monday evening. Left to right are Commonwealth's Attorney Ron Christopher of Murray,Steve Underwood, Hopkinsville
attorney, State Rep. Ed Whitfield of Hopkinsville, and Circuit Court Judge James Lassiter of Murray. Voters will decide the
question in the Nov.4 general election.
Staff Photo by Gene McCutcheon

Judielar Amendment
Explained By Panel
The Constitutional Amendment relating
to changes in the Judicial Branch of
Kentucky government was the topic of a
very informative panel discussion at a
meeting of the Sigma Department of the
Murray Woman's Club held Monday
evening.
The four attorneys on the panel—Circuit
Conk Judge James Lassiter and Commonwealth's Attorney Ron Christopher,
both of Murray, and Steve Underwood and
State Rep. Ed Whitfield, both of Hopkinsville, outlined the features of the
amendment and fielded questions from
those present.
The amendment, which will be voted on
by Kentucky citizens in the November 4
general election, calls for the establishment of a Kentucky Court of Justice
composed of a Supreme Court as the court

Chamber Begins
Meetings With
New Members
The first of a series of meetings for new
members of the Murray Chamber of
Commerce was held this morning.
Chamber President Ed Chrisman said
the meetings will be held on a regular
basis, with the alphabetical order of new
members to be used. New members with
last names A through C attended today's
meeting, with officers and board members
of the chamber.
New programs and activities for the
progress of the chamber were discussed at
the "coffee break" for the new members.
Input from the new members was gained,
and Cluisman called the meeting "highly
successful."
The chamber of commerce now lists
about 275-280 members in its organization.
James L. Johnson is the executive
secretary of the group.
•:"

114,
161

of last resort in the state, an intermediate
Court of Appeals, circuit courts and
district court.
Kentucky's present court system includes a Court of Appeals, circuit courts
and over 1,000 lower courts.
The amendment will require that all
judges within the Court of Justice be
licensed attorneys to be elected on a
nonpartisan ballot and that funding for the
courts shall come from the State Treasury.
Kentucky's present three-tiered court
system was established in 1891 and has
much overlapping of jurisdiction,
especially in the lower courts such as
police courts, quarterly courts, county
courts and magistrates' courts, the attorneys said.
District Courts
The major change from the present
system, if the amendment is ratified,
would be the creation of District Courts as
the first level of the court system.
The district courts would take over the
duties of the presently existing
numerously and overlapping lower level

courts and there would be a district court
in each county in the state. This means
that city police courts quarterly courts and
magistrates courts would be eliminated
and county courts (county judges and
magistrates) would continue to be elected
and serve as administrators or county
governments but would have no Judicial
function.
Supreme Court
The State Supreme Court would be
composed of seven judges, one each from
the present Court of Appeals Districts. The
elected judges would select a Chief Justice
to serve a four-year term who would be the
administrator of the entire state justice
system.
Court of Appeals
The Court of Appeals would be an intermediate court established to share the
overwhelming burden of the present Court
of Appeals. The attorneys on the panel told
Wok present last night that at this time in
Kentucky, the Court of Appeals does not
have the time or manpower to make
(See Judicial, Page 8)
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White House Compiles
List Of Budget Cuts
To Support Tax Plan
WASHINGTON ( AP) — The White
House has compiled a list of $28 billion in
proposed budget cuts to strengthen President Ford's hand in4nsisting thatCongress
eumbine a tax cut with matching cuts in
federal spending.
However, Treasury Secretary William
E. Simon denied today that the list includes cuts in Social Security or government programs for school lunches, child
care, medicare or veterans benefits. The
list, he said, is "not a cutback."
Paul H. O'Neill, deputy director of the
Office of Management and Budget, said
Monday an inch-thick compilation of
proposed reductions is being circulated
privately to Cabinet officers and agency
heads for their comment.
Asked today whether the proposed cuts
were in •school lunches, Social Security,
child care, medicare or veterans benefits,
&MOO declared: "No,that's not the case."
He said the proposed reductions are for

Ernest Williams
Posses Bar Exam

"slowing down the growth of federal spending. They are not a cutback."
Simon was interviewed on NBC-TV's
''Today Show."
President Ford last week proposed tax
cuts for next year of $28 billion, including a
partial extension of this year's federal income tax reductions. But he insisted that
the reductions be accompanied by an identical cut in federal spending in the fiscal
year beginning next Oct. 1. He said he will
propose specific spending reductions to
Congress in January.
Congressional critics of Ford's program
have complained that since the tax cuts
would start Jan. 1 and the spending cuts
would not come for another nine months,
the Ford plan would force Congress into
blindly setting a spending ceiling before
getting around to actually voting on the
next budget.
The list of specific reductions the
lawmakers are seeking is in its first draft,
but members of Congress won't get a chance to see it until Cabinet members have

Judge's Office Making
Changes In Procedures

Ernest W. Williams has been notified
that he passed the state bar examination
that he took the last week of July. Williams
completed his three-year course of legal
studies at Harvard Law School in May and
was awarded the Juris Doctor degree in
With one exception, most of Auditor
June.
Thomas Shirley's suggestions are being
Williams is a 1969 graduate of Murray
implemented at city hall and the city
High School and 1972 graduate of Murray
judge's office, following the unexplained
State University. He is the son of Mr. and
disappearance of $1,375 in bond money.
Mrs. Wayne Williams of 307 North 12th bond money.
Street and is employed by Ogden,
Robertson and Marshall of Louisville,
Shirley, who was hired to conduct an
Kentucky.
audit of the office, made several
suggestions to keep the disappearances
from occuring again, and officials said this
cloudiness tonight with chan- morning that for the most part, they are
ce of thundershowers by morning, low in being complied with.
the mid 60s. Thundershowers likely WedOne suggestion, however, will be up to
nesday, high in the upper 70s. Thursday the city council. Shirley suggested a
separate office for the city court clerk, and
partly cloudy and cooler.

Chance of Showers
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had a crack at it, O'Neill indicated.
He declined to elaborate on exactly what
programs are being eyed for budget
slashes, but he said, "we looked at all
areas of government spending."
Among the defense spending reductions
already discussed publicly by the OMB are
cuts in such areas as officer training
programs and federal subsidies to military
commissaries.
Meanwhile, the President's press
secretary, Ron Nessen, said that
congressmen who think the President's
program is too vague should examine the
spending reductions he proposed in the
past as an indication of what cutbacks he
would like in the future.
Nessen said these past spending reduction proposals, largely ignored by
Congress, offer lawmakers "a pretty good
idea" of Ford's plans for the next fiscal
year.
"It seems to me Congress is suffering a
case of amnesia," Hessen said at his daily
news briefing.
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this morning, Police Chief Brent Manning
said that this will be a matter for the
council to act on.
Suggestions that are being complied
with include a locked security box for
depositing the bond money, with pertinent
information to be included with each bond
made.
Clerk Linda Carter said this morning
that in addition, weekly and monthly
reports are made to City Judge Steve
Sanders on the Individual bonds that have
been posted in the preceding period.
An investigation into the missing bond
money is continuing, according to city
officials.
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Hale Named President Of
Kentucky PVA Association
Calloway County Property Valuation
Administrator Charles Hale was elected
president of the Kentucky PVA
Association during the annual conference
held at the Louisville Stauffer's Inn last
week.
Joe Munson, of Harrison County, was
elected vice-president and Edwin McGary,
of Hopkins County, was elected secretarytreasurer.
Hale has served on the legislative and
executive committees for the past several
years. He served as the Kentucky
representative of the International
Association of Assessing Officers in 1973,
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THREE INJURED—Three persons were injured in an accident involving three
vehicles Monday afternoon south of Murray on Highway 641. Details of the accident were not available from state police, but bospital officials said Lucille Hart.,
Route Eight, was treated and released; Flossie Miller, Hazel, and Loman McDougal, Route Six, were admitted for obserVarton of injuries received in the ac—
cident. Although detalls‘vere not available, three vehicles were involved.
Staff Photo by David Hill

and won membership in the president's
club for achievements made during this
time.
Recently, Hale was selected to serve on
a public hearing panel of Sen. Berry's
agriculture bill, held in the senate
chamber of the state capitol. The bill has
since been premed and is opposed by
many PVAs,and Hale is now serving on a
committee to develop substitute bW that
will be more acceptable to his group
The major topic and concern of the
conference was the method of implementation of the agriculture value to
farm land. The method resulted from a
constitutional amendment passed in 1969
that farm land be assessed as such The
1975 tax year was the first year that the
new method has been used, and about 80
counties in Kentucky employed the
method.
Another major item of concern
discussed was the lack of a tax rate
rollback that would apply during a year of
revaluation. This year most counties
experienced no rollback and some experienced a rate increase as a result of
revaluations, Hale said. The Department
of Revenue and the PVA Association were
defeated when they submitted HB 705 to
the appropriations and revenue committee
during the last general assembly. The bill
would have provided such a rollback.
Other legislative items were discussed
and action has been taken to profile some
progressive bills, Hale said. The conference ended with a banquet October 8
•
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LEAF-EATER—Willie Dunn and kern Barnes made use of the leaf vacuum near City Hall this morning. The leaf pickup
service is offered by the Murray Street Department, since leaf burning is illegal under state statutes.
sun mats h n..ia HiS
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Murray High FHA Chapter Will
Start Selling Project Thursday

Teen Troubled by
Pill Myths
By Abigail Van Buren
0 1175 by Chicago TrIlkow-61
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DEAR ABBY: I am 16 and my boyfriend is 18 We've
been going steady for two years and hope to marry some
day.
Here's the problem: I used to take birth control pills, but
my boyfriend made me stop because he said he heard they
could cause blood clots, make my hair fall out and cause lots
of other terrible side effects.
We've continued to have sex relations, but nothing has
•
v happened. He thinks maybe I am sterile from the Pill. Is
that possible?
We want children some day, and now I am worried that
'; there is something wrong with me and that if I ever do have
a child, it will be deformed.
• I am terribly worried about myself, Abby. Please help me
I have no mother to ask, and I don't know any doctors
WORRIED IN PA.

The members of the Murray every homeowner in Murray
High School Chapter of the and ask them to order one or
of more boxes of cards.
Future
Homemakers
Their sale will center around
America have been working
hard to make the FHA better a selection of four series of
this year, a chapter spokesman boxed cards with the designs
said. There are 81 students in executed by leading artists in
the Murray Chapter this year. the country and with high
The
envelopes.
This year the FHA chapter quality
has many members and the uniqueness of the cards is
chapter needs money for shown in the fact that the
various activities as Daddy- customer has a choice in
Date Night, the Christmas Tea selection of the following four
and the Mother-Daughter kinds: Christmas cards, all
occasion cards, thinking of you..,
Banquet.
Plans have been made to have cards and historical note cards.
The Murray High Chapter
the Murray High FHA members
themselves raise as much urges the public to buy cards
money as possible by taking from them to help with the
finances of the chapter. Persons
orders for greeting cards.
Beginning Thursday, October not contacted may call 753-3110
16, the members plan to call on or 753-7983 to place their orders.

DEAR ABBY. I have been married to a wonderful
woman for nearly two years. We get along very well, but I
havVone complaint. The only night she lets me make love to
her is Thursday because she gets her hair done every
Friday.
Any suggestions?
HUNGRY FOR LOVE
DEAR HUNGRY: When the time for "making love"
depends upon when your wife has her hair appointment, it's
time to make an appointment with • marriage counselor!
DEAR ABBY: SEEN IT ALL complained about a
68-year-old neighbor lady who bent over to plant pansies in
a short dress and exposed her uncovered behind.
Another reader suggested SEEN IT take a picture of the
pansy planter in living color, enlarged it and send it to her
so she could see herself as others see her.
Let me tell you how WE cured a similar problem.
Several years ago, we moved into a really nice section of
town. Imagine my surprise when my two boys (ages 10 and
12)came running into the house to tell me there were naked
people next door!
I couldn't believe it, so I went outside to see for myself. It
was true. There were three children running around
completely naked. Their mothers were sitting at a nearby
picnic table, naked from the waist up andsiiursing their
babies out in the open yard.
I was speechless! I gave my boys firm instructions to
play in their own front yard until the situation improved
My husband and I discussed it, immediately bought a
six-foot-high redwood fence and put it up.
When I ran into this neighbor on the street, I told her
WHY we had put up the fence, and she said, "The human
body is beautiful and should be on display like Greek
statues?' .
•
After I gave her a piece of my mind, she added, "I notice
that mu hang your wash outside, which makes the whole
neighborhood look like Dogpatch!"
How's that for nerve?
Anyway, a fence is the answer to improve the view —not a
picture.
YORK,PA.

The J. N. Williams Chapter of
the United Daughters of the
Confederacy opened the fall
season with a potluck luncheon
and planning party at the social
hall of the First United
Methodist Church.
Mrs. John J. Livesay, chapter
president, led in giving the
pledge of allegiance to the flags
of the United States and Kentucky, and the salute to the
Confederate flag. Dr. and Mrs.
James Fisher and Rev. Mickey
Carpenter were guests.
The secretary, Mrs. Leonard
Vaughn, read the minutes, and
the treasurer, Mrs. W. Z.
Carter, gave her report. Mrs.
Sydney S. McKinney of Cadiz
was welcomed as a new
member of the local chapter by
transfer from the Christian
County Chapter.
Mrs. McKinney who was
recently appointed by the state
president as a division director
of the Ship Island Memorial
Project gave an interesting
report of her progress in the
collection of funds. The local
chapter voted a donation of one
dollar for each member as a
beginning on the fulfillment of
the chapter's obligation.
Mrs. Ray Munday exhibited a
painting, a still-life of flowers,
which she &limed at the UDC
Quill Club's annual breakfast at
the state meeting. She also
brought several articles of
interest which she will present
to the projected Confederate
museum on its opening day.
A report of the Kentucky
Division UDC meeting at
Kentucky Dam Village on

Palm 1.•t SuspentIllicl )

7:20-9:30 + 2:30 Siam.
No D.scount T.cket41

October 9, 1975
Adults 134
Nursery 7
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Baby Girl Paschall (mother
Anita),609 Franklin, Paris, Tn.,
Baby Boy Lampkins (mother
Teresa), Rt. 1, Hardin, Baby
Boy Wetzel (mother Andrea),
804 College Cts,, Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Carrie J. Welborn, Box
5485 Hart Hall, Murray, Carlton
M. Outland, 1809 College Farm
Rd., Murray, Mrs. Elizabeth
Hosford, 1621 W. Olive, Murray,
2
/
Mrs. Venita Blanton, 1041
Spruce St., Murray, Mrs.
Pamela C. Hulse, 313 S. 10th,
-Murray, Mrs. Kaye Sullivan
and Baby Boy, 505 W. Lee St.,
Mayfield, Jeffrey R. Reeder,
Rt. 1, Murray, Leroy Cunningham, 1702 W. Main,
Murray, Master Troy W Un-

derwood, Box 549, Murray, Joe
G. Hopkins, Rt. 1, Hardin,
Charles A. Foss, Rt. 5 Box 439B,
Murray,Francis A. Calvert, Rt.
5, Box 693, Murray, Virgil L.
Farris, 609 S. 9th, Murray, Mrs.
Irene Miller, Box 161, Puryear,
Tn., Mrs. Nora F. Skaggs, Fern
Terrace Lolg., Murray, Mrs.
Mary L. Balentine, Rt. 3, Box
256, Murray, Herman M. Hill,
310 S. 13th, Murray, Arlie K.
Beach (expired), Rt. 1, Kirksey,
Lonnie Tucker (expired),
Hazel.

The First District Business
and Office and Distributive
Education teachers held a jointluncheon meeting on Friday,
October 10, at the Holiday Inn

Jane Galyen, R. N.

Reservations
Luncheon reservations for the
First District Federation of
Women's Club meeting here on
Wednesday, October 22, should
be made by members of the
Murray Woman's Club by
Friday, October 17. Reservations should be made with the
department chairmen or with
Mrs. Bonnie Jones, 7534134.
The luncheon cost is three
dollars.

Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Michael Tidweil

Miss Rhonda Suzanne Orten,
daughter of Mrs. Clayton H.
Kernell of Murray Route One,
and Kenneth Michael Tidwell,
son of Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Tidwell of Lynn Grove, were
married at he West Fork
Baptist Church Saturday,
September 27.
Rev. Jerry Lee performed the
double ring ceremony at two p.
m. before the altar centered
with the arch covered with lilies
of the valley and ivy and
flanked by baskets of white
gladioli with pink tinted centers.
A program of nuptial music
was presented by Mrs. Jerry
Susan) Lee. Her selections
tncluded "Theme From Romeo
The Penny Homemakers Club and Juliet," "Love Is A Many
held its September meeting at Splendored Thing," "0 Perfect
12:30 p.m. at the Calloway Love," and the traditional
wedding marches.
County Extension Office.
Bride's Dress
Walker
Johnnie
Mrs.
given in marriage
bride,
The
presented the indoor landscaping lesson on "Potting by her brother, John Stephen
Orten, was lovely in her wedFlowers."
The lesson on "Macrame ding gown designed by Bridal
Hangers" for hanging flower Original style of dacron
containers was demonstrated polyester organza and Chantilace trim. The scoop neckline
by Mrs. Ruble Harrell.
Mrs. Perry Hendon discussed was bordered with chantilace
the "Look of Fall Fashions for and vertical bands of lace
1975-76" and showed several adorned the front of the skirt
garments she had made herself and encircled the skirt above
and illustrations showing the the hemline. Her sheer organza
sleeves were caught at the wrist
different styles of clothes.
The president, Mrs. Ernest with a band of lace. A panel of
Madrey, presided and an- lace centered and encircled the
nounced that the Purchase Area hem of the detachable chapel
Homemakers meeting will be length train that fell from a bow
Thursday, October 23, at the at the empire waistline. A lace
Murray State Student Union edged mantilla veil completed
building with Mrs. Adron Doran the total look.
She carried a bridal bouquet
as speaker.
white margarite daisies and
of
Mrs. Ruby Harrell read the.
scripture from Luke 13:20-21 pink pixie carnations mixed
and called the roll with mem- with baby's breath and with
bers answering with "what they streamers of love knots.
Mrs. Eugene Hideout was the
could do to improve the comof honor wore a pastel
matron
munity, club, or nation."
Other members present were pink dress with a pastel pink hat
pink
contrasting
Mrs. J. C. Kemp, Mrs. Modena with
Butterworth, and Mrs. Helen streamers.She carried a basket
Cole. One visitor was Mrs. of pink and white daisies and
Barletta WraCfier, county agent carnations mixed with baby's
breath.
in home economics.
The flower girl was Melody
The next meeting will be
October 20 at one p.m. at the Leigh Kernell, sister of the
home of Mrs. Perry Hendon, bride. She wore a matching
dress of the matron of honor
Sha-Wa Circle, Murray.

Penny Club

Holds Meet
At Office

STUBBLEFIELD GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Stubblefield
of St. Augustine, Fla., are the
parents of a baby girl, Jennye
Allison, weighing eight pounds
nine ounces, born on Tuesday,
October 7, at a hospital there.
The new father is a rangerhistorian at Fort Castillo de San
Marcos National Monument at
St. Augustine.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Vernon Stubblefield, Jr.,
of Murray and Mr. and Mrs.
Howard Conley of Somerset.
Great grandparents are Vernon
Stubblefield Sr., of Murray and
*Mrs. Millard Shaw of Hickman.

the Society for Hospital Nursing
Service Administrators, and the
Kentucky Hospital Association
Ninety-two registered nurses,
including directors of nurses,
in-service directors, and staff
nurses, from throughout
Kentucky and Ohio participated
in the workshop.
Sheltered Food Waste

An estimated 136,500 tons
of foodstuffs will soon be
except with roses of a slightly
rotting in fallout shelters
darker shade of pink. She
across the country. The food
carried a basket of pink and
was stored during the fallwhite mixed daisies and pixie
out shelter craze of the
carnations with baby's breath.
1950's and 1960's. This food
Dean Darnell was the best
could he used to feed--e
man for Mr. Tidwell. The usher
needy and hungry, if "a
was Marc Darnell.
workable method could be
The bride's mother chose to
STORY BOY
found of gathering the relawear a street length dress of
A baby boy, Seth Edwards,
beige with green trim and was born to Mr. and Mrs. tively small quantities in
matching green accessories. Kenneth Story of Benton on 99,000 shelters across the
Mrs. Tidwell, mother of the Thursday, October 2, at 3:47 country.
groom, wore a street length p.m, at the Murray-Calloway
dress of coral knit with black County Hospital. He weighed
accessories. Their corsages seven pounds 141
2 ounces and
/
were of white carnations.
2 incherin height.
/
was 191
5ebsaibors who bore sot
Miss Gail Tucker kept the
Grandparents are Mr. and
received
their hoseguest register.
Mrs. Joe B. English and Mr.
delivered copy of Thor
Reception
and Mrs. Charles Story, all of
hlorray lodger & Times by
Following the ceremony the Benton. Great grandparents are
5:30 p.m. are (lewd to call
reception was held at the Mr. and Mrs. Hayes Noles, Mr.
753-1916 ito:twoorr 5:30 p. m.
church.
and Mrs. C. C. English, Sr., all
mid 6 p. ri. to bison
The table was overlaid with a of Benton, and Mrs. G. H. Story
&ivory
of tie newspapers
and
lace
white
under
pink cloth
of Calvert City. He has two
Calls nod bvilocod Weis_
centered with an arrangement older !Tethers, Mark and An'p.-.
of pixie mums and daisies.
drew.
Mrs. Gene Scruggs and Mrs.
Dennis Tidwell served the
punch and the three tiered
wedding cake.
The bridal couple left later for
a wedding trip to Kenbar
Resort.The bride is a student at
Calloway County High School
and will reside with her mother,
while Mr. Tidwell, a 1975
graduate of Calloway County
High School, will leave October
Black S. White
16 for Lackland Air Force Base,.
:
-*
San Antonio, Texas, to begin six *
or Color
*
weeks of training with the Air *
226,,
by
IF Nave Mir Pielw•I mak lbw* Od•blor el Mmalibbr
Cbrb".all*
Force.
* Oleo
Rehearsal Dinner
*
Call 753-2342
Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Tidwell,
:
parents of the groom, enFor Appointment
tertained with a rehearsal:
Studios Hours
dinner at the Colonial House
:
to 4:30 p"/
a.m.
9
Smorgasbord on Friday,
September 26.
:
Saturdays 9 cm.to
Bridal Shower
Prior to the wedding the bride
was honored with a shower at
503 Poffar
Gleason Hall, Murray, by Joyce:
:
Yew
lbw 1932
Tidwell and Lavelle Hayden.:
:
Forty persons attended the *
******************
shower held on Thursday, vt*************
.‘r ,
_September 25.
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The Gift You
Alone Can Give

i

/
Love's Studio

New Home is

)•
•
•
•
Come out and visit with us. We now have
•
more room to better serve our
toh mem
cmuusc

( 407 Poplar )
Tom Rushing
with approximately thirty
teachers and guests attending.
Martha Crawford, president,
welcomed the group and introduced the guest speaker,
Tom Rushing, Assistant Vice
President at the Bank of
Murray, who had as his topic,
"Effectively Utilizing Advisory
Committees."
Mrs. Lanette Thurman gave
the bletsing, and Mrs. Brenda
Nix, secretary, read the
minutes. Officers elected for the
new year were Hazel Brandon,
Shoot,
High
Mayfield
president; and Helen Weaver,
Mayfield Vocational School,
secretary.
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Jane Galyen, R. N., Director
of In-Service and Continuing
Education at Murray Calloway
County Hospital and Convalescent Division, spoke at the
Nursing Audit Workshop October 1 and 2 at Cumberland
Falls State Park.
The Nursing Audit Workshop
was designed to teach participants the audit procedure.
The aim of the nursing audit is
to ensure quality patient care
through evaluation.
Mrs. Galyen's topic was
"Introduction to Nurisng
Audit."
Sponsors of the workshop

October 8 and 9 was given by the
state president, Miss Maude
Nance of the local chapter.
Also present for the opening
luncheon were Mrs. W. Z.
Carter, Mrs. Hess Crossland.
Mrs. Fred Gingles, Mrs. Henry
Elliott, Mrs. E. W. Riley, Mrs.
Melas Linn, Dr. Mildred Hatcher, and Dr. Helene H. Visher.

tiOSPIIN1 NEWS

—
NOW SHOWING

You

Potluck Luncheon And Planning
Party Held By Local UDC Chapter

DEAR WORRIED: You need professional counseling. If
your school offers that service, please take advantage of it.
If not, your local Planned Parenthood ofBce can help you.
You may be worrying needlessly, but it's important that
you learn the facts.

CINE

Miss Orten Married
To Mr. Tidwell At
West Fork Church

Beside Ledger t Times •
Owners
Bob & Bettye Baker
-
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Look in the section in which your ambitions and your inyour birthday comes and find centive.
what your outlook is, according SAGITTARIUS
to the stars.
t Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
A good period for revitalizing
ARIES
all projects, for capitalizing on
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 20) irOlA unusual ideas and revamping
You could make a profitable outdated methods. Many hidden
financial deal but, even if benefits awaiting you.
asked, keep the details to CAPRICORN
yourself. Some would gladly try (Dec. 72 to Jan. 20)
Vil1
- 4
to take advantage of your good
Don't reject suggestions
fortune.
without giving theib thorough
TAURUS
consideration. You
may
Apr. 21 to May 21)
overlook an idea which COULD
Certain complexities need be
developed
properly.
unravelling, and YOU can right Domestic concerns especially
them. A good day for handling favored.
tricky situations, mediating AQUARIUS
disputes.
Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
GEMINI
In whatever you do or say,
May 22 to June 21 )
emphasize your most charming
Face possible changes with manner, which can outwit
equanimity. With YOUR know- competition, help prevent
how and ingenuity, you can friction. News of interest incope. Romance in high favor. dicated.
CANCER
PISCES
i June 22 to July 23) EIPO ( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20) XCr
Recall an old tack or
Even if hours are short and
maneuver that could inspire, there is much to be acinvigorate this day. Not complished, make time for
everything new is THE thing, efficient planning. A good
you know.
period for revitalizing all inLEO
terests.
(July 24 to Aug. 23) 6/244a
Keep on your toes now.
YOU BORN TODAY are
Sudden intrusions or in- endowed with a fine mind, a
terruptions will call for unusual lively imagination and unusual
diplomacy in handling.
technical ability; are highly
VIRGO
inventive and give an artistic
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) WP%. touch to whatever you do. The
Mercury auspicious. Put your Libran can become an outmind and keen powers of ob- standing leader, especially in
servation to work, but DON'T humanitarian causes. You do
make impulsive decisions. A not hesitate to couple the good
good day for accomplishment. suggestions of others with your
own sensitive intuition and
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) Zen foresight, thus can be a
A generally good outlook. But powerful assistant, a comtackle all "musts' before un- munity leader and organization
dertaking new activities — manager. You have a keen
of
justice,
are
many of which promise to be sense
philosophical and versatile in
unusually attractive.
the arts.' Birthdate of: Paul
SCORPIO
Reynaud, Fr. statesman;
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
A better day and better Virgil, Roman poet; Oscar
possibilities than may seem Wilde, Eng. poet, dramatist,
apparent at first. Planetary novelist; John L. Sullivan,
influences should stimulate Amer. pugilist.

rnerlIP

Space
Saver
A Chair that
Hugs The Wall

929°°
Upholstered Platform

Rocker

Rocker

199'm
Counter Stools $1250
Use Our Lay-Away
Now For Christmas Gifts
Remember We Trade*

Tuesday, October 14
Groups of First Baptist
Cnurch Women will meet as
follows: I with Mrs. Noel
Melugin at nine a.m., II with
Mrs. Will Rose at ten a.m., Ill
with Mrs. J. M. Linn at two
p.m.,and Bea Walker with Mrs.
Ralph Darnell at 7:30 p.m.
Betty Sledd Mission Group of
Memorial Baptist Church will
meet with Wilma Billington at
7:30 p.m.
Slide and tape presentation of
pipe organs will be by Prof.
John Winter at 8:15 p.m. at the
Farrell Recital Hall, Fine Arts
Center, MSU.

Friday, October 17
The Garden Department of
the Murray Woman's Club will
meet at the club house at 9:45 a.
in. for a field trip to Brandon
Senior Citizens of Murray and Springs in the Land Between the
Calloway County will have a Lakes,
potluck luncheon at the Ellis
Community Center at 11:30 a. Bingo will be played at the
m Swing and Sway Band will Murray Country Club at eight p.
m. with Mr. and Mrs. Jack Shell
play at 1:30 p. m.
as chairmen.
Shopping for Dexter Senior
Citizens to Murray will be at
9:30 a. m. Call 753-0929 by 8:50
a. M.

and
Murray
Business
Professional Women's Club will
meet at the Murray Woman's
Club House at 6:30 p. m.
Women of Murray Moose
Lodge are scheduled for
executive meeting at seven p.
m. and business meeting at
eight p. m.

Groups of First Christian
Church CWF will meet as
follows: I with Mrs. Walt ApThe Home Department of the
person, 1511 Chaucer Drive, at
ten a. m. with program by Mrs. Murray Woman's Club will
M. C. Ellis; IV with Mrs. meet at two p. m. at the club
Tommy Marshall, 1701 Audubon house with Sid Easley as
Drive, at 7:30 p. m. with speaker.
program by Miss Rebecca
Dublin.

Murray Chapter Of
PWP Plans Meeting
Murray Chapter of Parents
Without Partners will have a
folk dancing session on Thursday,October 16, at 7:30p.m. at
the United Campus Ministry
building, North Fifteenth
Street, Murray.
Bob Hopper will be the caller
for the session. Free baby
sitting service will be available.
All parents single for reason
of divorce, death, separation, or
never having been married are
eligible for membership in the
PWP Chapter.

Underwriters Plan
Meeting Thursday

Worldwide Homemakers Club
Meet At The Home Of Mrs. Cain
The Worldwide Homemakers
met Thursday, October 2, at
seven p.m. at the home of Mrs.
Shelia Cain.
Mrs. Marsha Bucy, president,
presided. The devotion was
ready by Shelia Cain, Elizabeth
Smith read the minutes and
Paula Morton gave the
treasurers report. Final plans
for Area Day October 23 at
Murray State University were
announced.
The club voted to have a bake
sale Saturday, October 4, on the
court square during Murray
State's Homecoming as the first
fund raising project. Paula

The West Kentucky Life
Shopping Murray Senior Underwriters Association will
Citizens to Roses and downtown meet Thursday, October 16 at
will be at 12.30 p. m. Call 753- noon at the Colonial House
0929 by 11:30 a. m.
Smorgasbord.
The guest speaker will be
Yard sale will be held all day Ruby T. Ivey of The Comin the court house yard by Beta monwealth Life Insurance
Nu Chapter of Alpha Sigma Company. All members and
Alpha sorority.
their guests are urged to attend,
a spokesman said.
Twin Lakers Good Sam Club
will have its monthly campout
at Piney Campground, Land
'Stitch In Time'
Between the Lakes, with a steak
Ignore little problems on
and potluck supper on Saturday
the homefront repair scene
night. Members will walk the
— and you'll be sorry.
new trail named for the club on
They'll become big problems
Saturday morning. For inbefore you know it, just like
formation call 753-8072 or 753a little hole in a sock. It gets
4947.
larger if it isn't darned.

Kappa Department, Murray
Woman's Club, will meet at 7:30
p. m. at the club house.

/
What a buy! A six-pack of Pepsi-Cola Money-Back
I
Quarts. More than six five-ounce servings in every bottle,
I
topped by a reseal cap that helps lock in that great Pepsi
taste. Money back,too. The refund means you only buy the oe°"/
\
Pepsi, not the bottle. And they're easy to store,so there's /
%
I
always encugh Pepsi on hand for family and friends. Get i
1
I
a six-pack of Pepsi in money-back quarts.tosley!
i
• .....-t.,-_

Senior Citizens of Hazel
Community will meet at City
Hall in Hazel at one p.m.

i

Bowling for Senior Citizens
will be at Corvette Lanes at 1:30
p.m.
Thursday, October 16
West Kentucky Life Underwriters Association will
rneet at noon at the Colonial
House Smorgasbord.
Murray Chapter of PWP will
nave a folk dancing session at
the UCM building at 7:30 p. m.
Murray High Chapter of FHA
will start their project of selling
cards at homes in Murray.

We practice it. By building with Butler
building systems that 'enable us-to design•
your building to your budget. So you can
determine in advance whit your building
will cost.
And because Butler Building 'Systems
are designed and manufactured for
quick, easy assembly on your site. con-

struction costs are predictable, easily controlled and lower than with most other
building methods. A Butler building can
save you money on upkeep, too, because
its easy to maintain.
So, if you need a simple. economical
building, give us a call.
We're your Butler Builder.

Let us build you a
Butler Building
Calvert City

The ShoWcase

Murray TOPS Club will meet
at the Health Center at seven p
m.

Wednesday, October 15
Seniority Salute, a day for
senior citizens, will start at
Hematite Lake near Center
Station, Land Between the
Lakes, at ten a.m. Nature
walks, tours, and a potluck
lunch will be included.

Phone: 395-4198
41.4011,•• ••11KOS.,•. MD ,, TAII.-.10411', AM( •IEG,11[•10 TIM011.1•11RS CM Pops Co, troc
'
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BOTTLED BY PADUCAH OOTTUNC CO.,PADUCAH,kV.UNDER APPOINTMENT FROM Pepci Co , hoc.. Pirrthai.e, N Y.

Morton resigned her position as
treasurer. Shelia Cain o as
elected as treasurer and Sherr)
Mohler as devotional leader.
Beverly Shelton and Paula
Morton gave the lesson on
"Home Furnishings." Each
member brought three accessories • from their homes.
Each item was discussed according to their classificiations.
Mrs. Cain served the refreshments to Irene Tucker,
Elizabeth Smith, Paula Morton.
Beverly Shelton. Sherry
Mohler, Shirley
Hughes,
Marsha Bucy, and Ree Ree
Snyder, the latter a new
member.

We are pleased to announce
that Miss Rita McDaniel,
bride-elect of Gregg McKeel,
has selected her crystal from
our complete bridal registry.
Gregg and Rita will be
married November 29.

Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Order of the Eastern Star will
meet at 7:30 p. m. at the
Masonic Hall.

Lynn Grove Senior Citizens
will meet at 1:30 p.m. at the
home of Jan Maddox with Miss
Amy Paschall to teach the
lesson on making corn shuck
dolls.

Solid Wood

From
00
$39 to$

Tuesday, October 14
Associates
Freedfor
Hardeman College will meet at
seven p.m. in the University
Church of Christ Annex.

Men's Stag Nighty/ill be held
at the Murray CoUntry Club
with Darold Keller, Stuart
Poston,Tommy Chrisp, and Joe
Rezroat
in
charge
of
arrangements.
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Garrott's Galley

Double Taxes
On Utility Bills
How do you feel about double
taxation? Most likely, unless you
are on the receiving end, you're
definitely opposed to it.
Did you know that each month,
when you pay your utility bills,
you are paying taxes on taxes.
If you don't believe us, just ask
the officials at Murray Natural
Gas, Murray Electric System or
Murray Water and Sewer System.
Two taxes are applied to local
utility bills, a three per cent
school tax, and a five per cent
state tax. The taxes themselves
are not so bad, it's the way they
are figured that irks us.
For example, take an electric
bill of $50 for one month's service.
The three per cent school tax is
figured first which in this case is
$1.50 (3% x $50 -$1.50). Then,
before the state tax is figured, the
amount of school tax is added to

the total which makes the state
tax five per cent of $51.50 or $2.58
rather than five per cent of $50
($2.50).
One local official told us that the
method of computing the tax is on
orders from Frankfort. If that's
the case, Frankfort needs to
reevaluate its methods.
The eight-cent differential in
the tax in the above example may
not seem important enough to get
stirred up about, but when that
eight cents is multiplied by the
thousands of households served
by the utilities in our community,
a healthy sum will result.
As we said before, we are not
opposed to the two taxes on our
utilities. But we are definitely
against the method which results
in a five per cent tax on a three
per cent tax.

MSU Schedule
Of Events
Student
Waterfield
Union
Building Ballroom, from 10 a. m.
to 2:30 p. m.

THIS WEEK AT MSU

I hope Casper can read and sees this,
because I'm throwing in the towel. He's too

I am beginning to believe John Ed Scott
has hired Casper the Ghost to help the
Meter Maid check for parking violations.
He has ticketed me twice within the past
couple of weeks at the same place. Neither
time have I been away from my car more
than three or four minutes.
It has happened both times right in front
of The Murray Ledger & Times office. Not
long ago, the city came along and stuck in
two or three more parking meters along
there. Until then it had been a loading or
unloading zone, whichever way you want
to look at it, and I always parked there
momentarily while I ran into the Ledger
office to unload some copy or pictures.
Then they put in the meters. "Now I'm
not going to stick a nickel into that thing
just for a couple of minutes," I said to
myself the first time. "I'll be back out here
and gone before I can possibly get a
ticket." And into the office I went.
But no such luck. I couldn't been gone
more than three or four minutes before I
was back in the car, but there before my
eyes on the windshield beneath the wiper
was a ticket.
No one but Casper the Ghost could have
written that ticket and vanished that
quickly!
++++++
About a week later, I had to stop at the
Ledger office again on the way home for
lunch. "Surely, I won't get caught two
times in a row," I thought as I pulled up
before one of the meters in the old loading
zone. "I'll really hustle this time."
I even took more caution. I looked
'around real carefully — up the street and
down, up the alleys beside Joe Pat Winchester's and the Ledger office and
thought about checking out a pile of empty
boxes behind Corn-Austin.
Then into the office I darted, handed
over my copy to Gene McCutcheon, asked
him how he and Bob Billington had come
out the day before in their weekly golf
match with Stuart Poston and Bob's
brother Ted, then headed back for my car
I couldn't have been in there more than
three minutes!
Yet, there was another ticket on my
windshield under the wiper! There wasn't
an officer in sight — in de alleys or in the
boxes!

smart and quick for me, and, besides, I
shouldn't be trying to beat the parking
meters as much as I despise the thin,gs I
can't afford the tickets, even though I'm
sure John Ed needs the money. For sure,
he's got an ace collector in Casper.
++++++
There's an old saying that diamonds are
a girl's best friend, but a recent survey,
according to W. E. Crutcher in his
Morehead News column shows that opals
are gaining in milady's possession desires.
Some opal collections are worth WS much
as $135,000. The opal is October's birthstone,and October is the month in which
the smartest and sexiest men were born,
including W. A. Franklin, Bill Barker,
Gingles Wallis, Dick Cunningham, Sid
Fasley, Wilson Gantt, Police Capt. Martin
Wells, Mandl Vinson, Jim Wilson, Ronald
Churchill, H. T. Waldrop, Chuck Wynn,
Lloyd Jacks, Forrest Priddy, Jack Belote,
Leroy Eldridge and yours truly.

Let's Stay Well

As many former patients will
agree, things do not always go
smoothly during a stay in a hospital.
Fnction or a misunderstanding may develop between the
sick person and a member of the
hospital staff. A heavy workload
often brings on haste and the appearance of lack of concern for
the patient.
Anxiety or strass may go.uriattended and aggravate the principal illness that has caused hospitalization.
To face such problems, many
hospitals are adding Patient
Representatives to the staff
Such employes have the responaihility of iinproviqg communication or liaison between
the hospital and its patients.
Patient Representatives
usually are experienced. well'

A,

Blassinganm. M.D

trained nurses. They troubleshoot situations and allow the
patients an opportunity to vent
their feelings. These Representatives allay anxieties and try to
explain in simple terms the diagnosis and treatment in order to
promote understanding and
cooperation of the patients. Also,
the Representatives may make
tactful suggestions to other
members of the staff and give
them needed insight as to the
special needs of a particular patient.
Patient Representatives have
to be tactful, cheerful. confident.
and compassionate. as well as
technically competent. to field
almost any csiestion that the patient as
Performing a thoughtful (ask.
such as calling a friend or seeing
that an errand is run. may turn a
hostile. concerned patient into a

grateful person, who later leaves
the hospital with a friendly attitude toward it.
Q. Miss ER_ wants to know if
there is available an effective
"morning after" contraceptive
pill.

++++++
The following tidbit of information is
kind of like the old saying -The quick
brown fox jumped over the lazy dog's
back," which is great for checking out the
keys of a typewriter but difficult to work
into a conversation.
You might be interested in knowing that
today marks the first birthday of this
colurnn in The Murray Ledger & Times.
Being a record-keeping nut of a sorts, I
just noticed that it was a year ago that the
first column appeared. This is the 104th in
the line of succession.
Just for the heck of it,'I counted the
words in one of average length and
multiplied by the number of columns to
date. I came up with 124,800 words that
I've thrown at you in the past 12 m-onThs.
That's a lot of words — especially coming
from a man.
As I said, this little bit of information
won't make you any smarter, but my hope
is that you have enjoyed reading the
columns half as much as I have enjoyed
putting them together twice a week.

Funny
Funny World
HUMAN BEHAVIOR
A Hollywood actor was born in T atm
Springs but always states in interviews
that he was born in Los Angeles. -That
way," he explains, "people thin'. I'm a
helluva guy for sending my p-arents to
Palm Springs."
Shots were fired at a pet parrot during a
party in a Berthshire mansion, it was
stated at Berthshire court, and a Mr.
Michael Fiscal said it was a very wild
party. (Glasgow Herald)
A wife giving a big dinner party was
carrying the beautifully browned, 15pound roast into the (lining room when she
stumbled and dropped the roast on the
floor, the meat rolled off the platter and
slid along the floor until it reached the
other side of the room. "Don't worry," her
husband said calmly. "Just pick it up and
carry it back to the kitchen. And then bring
in the other roast."
Memphis, Tenn.—A man, apparently
unhappy with excessivley heavy rain here
recently, walked into a television studio,
slugged the station's weatherman and then
slipped away before he could be apprehended. (The Tennessean)
Morality campaigner Hilde Kessel
called a meeting of her supporters to
organize a protest march in Hamburg
where a sex film was currently showing.
Hilde spoke at length about some of the
torrid scenes and contended that seeing
such "filthy goings on would surely
corrupt anybody". When reporters
congratulated her on her remarkable
memory in recalling all the dItails she
described, she rather lost support by
admitting: "Well, I did see the film four
times. (Hamburger Arbend Blatt)

Dear Editor:
First, let me introduce myself.
My name is Mike Wyatt. I'm a senior at
Murray State and majoring in radio-TV.
I'm from Bedford, Ind.
Now, that's out of the way, I'll come to
the point. In the sports column in last
Tuesday's paper, Mike Brandon stated
that many of the readers of the Murray
Ledger & Times sports section felt too
much -space was devoted to coverage of
Little League baseball.
I don't believe they stopped to consider
its importance.
In the two years I worked after high
school to put myself through MSU. I
coached Little League baseball. What I
saw was hard to believe.
In two short years, I saw a decline in the
Bedford IIttle League that was unbelievable. A significant part of the decline
was a lack of publicity. I don't know if this

FROM THE

Congressional
Record
By JOE CRUMP

(A Cohorts for Readers Who Haven't Time to
Review the Congressional Record Daily)

SENATOR HUBERT H. H1JMPHREY
(Minn.)"... . I wish to point out an article
in the New Republic entitled, "Diseased
Corn, Imaginary Soybeans" . . I ask
unanimious consent that this article be
Printed in the Record"(Excerpts follow):
The New York Times in a story (told)
about rumors that a contract was out on a
federal grain inspector to break both his
kneecaps. The inspector had ignored
requests from his superiors in the
Department of Agriculture (USDA) to
keep silent. As a result he helped expose
the biggest scandal in the history of the
department.
Todate 36 separate indictments naming
57 people and companies have been
handed down by grand juries in New
Orleans and Houston.
Investigations are spreading into
Philadelphia, Baltimore, Duluth and all
the major grain exporting ports. Scores of
officials — licensed by the USDA — have
been named in indictments for bribery,
theft, perjury, income tax evasion and
other corrupt practices. At least a hundred
indictments are expected.
One inspector was convicted of accepting payoffs ranging as high as $5,000 to
sign certificates stating that ships are
clean and fit to carry grain. It is cheaper to
tribe an official than to clean a ship. On
June 13, the Des Moines Register reported
that wheat intended for human consumption was being loaded into a holding
containing oil sludge. The ship had been
certified clean.
U. S. Attorney Gerald J. Gallinghouse
announced indictments stemming from
the sale of "at least nine 'bargeloads' of

How To Reach
Your Elected Officials
Faders' Leval
V.S. See. Welter "Doe" Nodallesteo(0)
3317 DIsitsoo Smiling
Washington, D. C. 20510
D. S. See. Weeds/ II. Feed(D)
4121 DIrltsee leddiso
Weshlegtee, D. C. tssill
U. S. Rep Carrel Nebberd, k.(0)
473 Came MINIM Office Wag
Weehiepton, D. C. 20515
All U S Senators and Representatives
muy be reached by telephone by dialing
702 224-3121 where o U S Capitol
operator will connect you with the of
'eclat of your choice
Sees Sen. Weird Vidpederpr(0)
-Seer Nerd Koldlop
Prodded,Sy. 4114111,

-Isit7t-It The Truth
BLASINGAME

tificial sweetener that conics
from grapefruit peel and wants
to know more about it.

A. The Department of
Agriculture has been studying
this process, which derives a
chemical (dihydrochalcone)
from the rind of grapefruit. This
A The "morning after- con- product is said to be about 1500
traceptive pill. DES times sweeter than sugar but
(Diethylstilbestrol), is available leaves an aftertaste similar to
but should be used only under licorice. This substance is not
the direction of a phYsician. This commercially available Inmedication is useful in asnuch as the patents on the
"emergency"situations when the process of making this chemical
woman has been sexually ex- are publicly held, the business
posed, is not pregnant, and community may feel that the
wants to prevent pregnancy The return of profits would he too
medication is useful in cases of small to Justify the cost of
rape, but it should not be taken. __developing and marketing the
iegularly. DES often 'prodtices' -product This unfortunate eirnausea.
'CUMStanCe May prevent our
Cif liens from having any benefits
Q. D.B. has read about an ar- .from trie discovery.--

Our presidents, over the past 50 years,
have had faces to be remembered; faces
that lend themselves to distortion in
cartoons. From Teddy Roosevelt to
Woodrow Wilson, F. D. R., LBJ, Dick
Nixon and Gerry Ford they had
caracaturable teeth, jaws,ears, eyebrows,
smiles or frowns, or, as in one case, a nose
like a skislide. Only Mr. Ford has the neck
of a gladiator, and his neckties are
something to be remembered
forgotten, as the case may be

411114
Siete tee. Kum* C. he..(0)
Stets Capitol SWAN
frorkfert, Ky. Neil
Sr

201 S. 3n1 St., Illerrey, Ky. 42071
Ste*, Rey. Lloyd C. Clapp(D)
Sono, Cadre,Keldlog
Frankfort, Sy. 40601

or

Bible Thought
Ye my flock, the flock of my
pasture, are men, and I am your
God, salth the Lord God. Esokiel
34-31
W,
e. like sheep, often wander
into strange places1nd dangerous
habit's. GOd• wilt guide us If we
read the Bible and remember our
prayers.

was the fault of the league or the Bedford
paper. But regardless, it happened.
As the league got less publicity, fewer
youngsters tried out for the teams because
tryouts were not highly publicized. We
found it increasingly hard to raise money
to fund the league (uniforms, balls, bats
etc.).
The league dropped from 10 teams, to
eight and then to six. That's six teams in a
town of nearly 17,000 people!
I didn't see a league die but I did see it
become very ill. The old adage "out of
sight, out of mind" is not just a group of
useless words strung together.
Please consider carefully, as I'm sure
you will, the possible consequences of
reducing your excellent coverage of the
summer baseball programs. Thank you
for your time.
Sincerely,
Mike Wyatt

"Low Down

State [avid

Patient Representatives In Hospitals
By

Supports Coverage

By M.C. Garrott

Today In History
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Letter To The Editor

Does Casper The Ghost Read
Parking Meters For John Ed?

October 14
A Distributive Education Clubs
October 18
of America (DECA) miniThe Art Department has an
conference will begin with a
general session at 3:15 p. m. in awards evening, "20 Grand,"
Lovett Auditorium. Individual scheduled for 8 p. m. in the SUB
sessions will be held in the Ballroom.
• Business Building.
October 19
Alpha Delta Pi Sorority will
The United Campus Ministry,
hold its annual AD Pi 500 for all of 202 North 15th Street, will have a
the fraternities at the Soccer supper at 6 p. m. Tickets are 50
Field at 4 p. m.
cents per plate.
That has to be Casper writing those
A Forum Panel, consisting of
The Murray Magic Theatre will
tickets! No one else could write them that
four faculty members, will
present a free movie, "Gold
and without being seen! I don't
discuss the topic "A Nation Rush," at 7:30 p. m., in the quickly
think Houdini could have pulled off that
Among Nations: Out of Many, University School Auditorium.
trick.
One," scheduled at 7:30 p. m. in
Room 208 of Faculty Hall.
Professor John Winter will
present a record tape and slide
program, "Nineteenth Century
Tito 4suorwini
American Pipe Organs," at 8:15
Today is Tuesday, Oct. 14, the 287th day
Ten years ago: The Conservative Party
in Britain indicated that it favored abanp. m., in the Farrell Recital Hall of 1975.Ilse_reare 78 days left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
donment of the British military comof the Price Doyle Fine Arts Cenmitment east of Suez.
On this date in 1066, Normans under
ter. The public is invited to attend.
Five years ago: Three nuclear blasts
William
the Conqueror defeated the
October 15
were set off — one in the atmosphere by
English at the Battle of Hastings.
Dance for Dorms is scheduled
Communist China and two underground,
On this date:
by the U.S. and by the Soviet Union.
in the SUB Ballroom,from 8 p. m.
In 1644, the founder of Pennsylvania,
One year ago: President Ford vetoed a
to midnight.
William Penn, was born in London.
bill that would halt U.S. military aid to
In 1890, the 34th American President, Turkey.
October 15-17
Student Government is spon- Dwight Eisenhower, was born in Denison,
Today's birthdays: Former movie star
Lillian Gish is 79 years old. Pianist Gary
soring two movies, "Reefer Mad- Tex.
In 1899, the magazine, "Literary Graffman is 47.
ness," and "Magical Mystery
Thought for today: The first half of our
Digest,"
said the horseless carriage would
in
p.
m.,
9:30
7:30
and
at
Tour,"
lives is ruined by our parents and the
really never catch on.
Lovett Auditorium. Admission is
In 1933, Germany announced that it was second half by our children — Clarence
50 cents.
Darrow, American lawyer,1857-1938.
withdrawing from the League of Nations.
October 16
Bicentennial footnote: Two hundred
In 1939, in World War II, it was disclosed
Philosophy Colloquium is that a German submarine had sunk the years ago today, in London, the English
of State, Lord Suffolk, received
scheduled for 3:30 p. m.,in Room British battleship, "Royal Oak," with a Secretary
intelligence reports that the Pennsylvania
loss of 800 lives.
500,Faculty Hall.
In 1944, British and Greek troops Colony was preparing an armed fleet and
Homemaker's liberated Athens from German occupation
Area
The
floating batteries to block the King's ships
from the Delaware River.
Association will meet in the forces.
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nonexistent soybeans and corn. In April,
1974," the indictment stated, "Porters,
Palmisano and Nicholas traveled to
Nassau, Bahamas, where each deposited
$100,000 in a branch of the Bank of Nova
Scotia,
Meanwhile USDA receipts appear to
show that over a three-year period, a grain
elevator-owned by Cook Industries — sold
18.6 million bushels more grain than it
received.
Finally a complaint recently received by
the Department of Agriculture reports
that 30,000 pounds of corn — shipped to
Honduras by CARE (Cooperative for
American Relief Everywhere) — was so
badly infected that it was not only
dangerous for humans, but for livestock as
well. By the time the condition of the corn
— which had been certified by licensed
grain inspectors — became know, it was
too late. The people for whom the corn was
intended had long since sickened or died.
CRUMP'S GRASS
ROOTS COMMENT
Two investigating newspaper reporters
uncovered the grain inspection scandal.

10 Years Ago
R. K. Carpenter, manager here of
Southern Bell Telephone Company, is
pictured presenting a check for $20,374.27
for its 1965 ad valorem taxes to Woodrow
Rickman, sheriff of Calloway County.
Newman Ernestberger of Dexter died
yesterday at the Benton Hospital.
Dr. Ralph Tesseneer will be the featured
speaker at the meeting of the Purchase
Area Homemakers Clubs at Murray State
College on October 18.
Rev. William Porter and Rev. and Mrs
Billy Williams are attending the Regional
Assemblies of the International Convention of the Christian Churches,
Disciples of Christ, at Nashville, Tenn.
Delmer Brewer, T. C. Hargrove, Bill
Hodge, Hafton Garner, and James Neale
had the five top averages in the Kentucky
Lake Bowling League this week.

20 Years Ago
R. L. Cooper spoke on county health
problems and explained the new proposed
tax which will be on the ballot in
November at the meeting of the Murray
Rotary Club. He said the local health
department was formed 27 years ago by
the Fiscal Court and that it was housed in
the court house before the health center
was built through contributions.
Work is expected to begin soon on a new
county jail in the basement of the court
house, according to Judge Waylon
Rayburn.
New officers of the Calloway Bow
Hunters Club are Albert Enix, Dub Polly,
William Pogue, Harold Grogan, and
Kenneth Cromwell.
Births reported include a boy to Mrs.
Ralph Potts Gingles and the late Mr
Gingles on October 1, and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Theron Kelly Erwin on October 3.

The Murray Ledger & Times
Th. Murray Ledger d Times is pub/is/lee
every altornimin except Sundays. July 4, ChristTM Cloy. New Year's Day and Thanksgiving by
Murray Newspapers, Inc
103 N 4th St.
Murray, Ky ,42071
Second Class Poi tof7s Paid at Murray KT

SIJISCRIPTION RATES In areas served by

carriers, 52 25 per month, payable in odvanci
Ily mail in Calloway County end to Benton, Her,
din, Mayfieild. Sedalia and Faimington. Ky and
Paris, Buchanan and Puryear. Tenn
S 12 50 per
Yew Pr PI0011 to *the .dostinatioas 527 50 per
year
Atembeir'orMstAttilltrivii. Kerituciii Press.
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Buckeyes Maintain Top Spot
In Poll, Sooners Are Second

1.975

By The Associated Press
The Buckeyes of Ohio State,
who routed Big Ten rival Iowa
49-0 over the weekend, have
held onto the top spot in The
Associated Press college football ratings for the second
week in a row.
The top four spots in The
AP's ratings, announced Monday, remained the same, with
deposed leader Oklahoma second, followed by Southern Calitonna and Nebraska.
But there was a new school
in the fifth spot. Texas Adr,M,
on the strength of a 38-9 drubbing of Texas Tech, climbed
from sixth to fifth, replacing
the Texas Longhorns, who
dropped to eighth after a 24-17
loss to Oklahoma.
The Buckeyes received 42
first-place votes and 1,066 of a
possible 1,100 points from a nationwide panel of 55 sports
writers and broadcasters.
Oklahoma received 12 firstplace votes and 982 points. Last
week, with 62 board members
casting ballots, Ohio State received 47 first-place votes to 14
for Oklahoma and outpointed
the Sooners 1,178-1,072.
Southern Cal was the only
other team receiving a firstplace ballot after a 28-10 Pacific-8 Conference victory over
Washington State. The Trojans
received 844 points. Nebraska
blanked Kansas 16-0 and got 649
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points.
In other changes in the poll,
Alabama moved up from seventh to sixth by trouncing
Washington 52-0, and Michigan
rose from eighth to seventh
with a 16-6 triumph over Michigan State.
After eighth-place Texas,
Penn State and Missouri rounded out the Top Ten. Penn State
thrashed previously unbeaten
West Virginia 39-0 over the
weekend, dropping the, Mountaineers, who had been No. 10,
completely out of the ratings.
Missouri, No. 12 a week ago,
made it back into the Top Ten
by routing previously undefeated Oklahoma State 41-14.
The Second Ten were Cobra-

Agree On Series
SAN DIEGO (API — The
University of Missouri has
agreed informally to a fourgame football series with San
Diego State, the Aztecs' athletic
director said Monday.
The Tigers are consistently a
gridiron power in the Big Eight
Conference while San Diego
State is going independent after
dominating the Pacific Coast
Athletic Conference.
The games would be played
in Columbia, Mo., in 1979 and
1982 and in San Diego Stadium
in 1980 and 1981. Firm dates
have yet to be set.
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COLUMBUS DIDN'T
TURN BACK
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Discovering places and things can be pretty
discouraging. When Columbus arrived on this
continent nearly 500 years ago his crew was sick,
disheartened and ready to turn back. Even the
medicines they carried were primitive and not
sufficient to help with their problems.
Another more modern group of explorers are those
who toil in research laboratories, looking for and
testing new drugs. Fortunately, these pioneers did not
turn back either and today many once feared diseases
have been cured. Hopefully, in the not too distant
future more new disease fighting medicines will he
appearing in our pharmacy laboratory.
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Effective May 4
The Chine Pharmacy
Will Be Closed On Sundays
Pree Delivery-No Service Charge
Dpen 64 Hrs. Per Week
3 Registered Full Time Pharmacists

753-1340

Clinic Pharmacy
Tommy Chrisp, R.Ph.
Deroki Keller, R.P.

104 N. 5th
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Steve Compton, R.Pit.
Murray,Ky. 42071
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do, Arizona State, Arizona,
Florida, Notre Dame, Tennessee, Michigan State, UCLA,
Maryland and Arkansas.
Last week, it was Arizona
State, Missouri, Colorado, Oklahoma State, Michigan State and
Notre Dame tied for 15th, Arizona, Florida, Tennessee and
Miami of Ohio.
Besides West Virginia's
trouncing at the hands of Penn
State and Oklahoma State's
loss to Missouri, Miami of Ohio
also fell out of the Top Twenty
following a hard-earned 10-0
victory over unheralded Dayton. This week's newcomers —
UCLA, Maryland and Arkansas
— all appeared in the ratings
earlier in the season.
The Top Twenty teams in
The Associated Press college
football poll, with first-place
votes in parentheses, season
records and total points. Points
based on 20-18-16-14-12-10-9-8-7-65-4-3-2-1:
5-0-0 1,066
"Ohio St. (42)
2.0klahoma (12) 5-0-0
982
-3S. Calif. (1)
4.Nebraska

5-0-0

844

5-0-0

5.Texas A&M
6.Alabaina
7.Michigan
8.Texas

5-0-0
4-1-0
3-0-2

762
649
486
449

9.Penn St.
10.Missouri
11.Arizona St.
12.Colorado
13.Arizona
14.Florida

4-1-0
5-1-0
4-1-0
5-0-0
4-1-0
4-0-0
4-1-0

15.Notre Dame
16.Tennessee
17.Michigan St.
18.UCLA
19.Maryland
20.Arkansas

4-1-0
3-1-0
3-2-0
3-1-1
4-1-1
4-1-0

PORTLAND, Ore. (API—
Bill Walton, center for the Portland Trail Blazers, apparently
received no more than bumps
and bruises in an automobile
accident Sunday night. X rays
showed no broken bones in the
lower left leg or right knee.
The Trail Blazers play a National Basketball Association
exhibition game in Corvallis
tonight against the Boston Celtics. A representative of the
Trail Blazers said he knew of
no reason why Walton Would
not be able to play.
The vehicle in which Walton
was riding was involved in a
collision with another vehicle at
an intersection,
Earlier Sunday evening,
three stitches were taken in
Walton's right eyelid after he
was bumped during the game
at Portland that the Celtics won
85-82.
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National Football League
National Conference
Eastern Division
W.. L. . T. Pct. PF PA
0 0 1.000 104 55
Dallas
Wash
3 1 0 .750 127 59
2 2 0 .500 97 98
S.Louis
1 3 0 .250 69 72
Phil
NY Giants 1 3 0 .250 57 102
Central Division
4 0 0 1.000 126 51
Des.'
3 1 0 .750 84 73
Ch ic.
1 3 0 .250 32 103
G. Bay
0 .4 0 .000 55 104
Western Division
L.A.
3 1 0 .750 67 55
2 2 0 .500 65 50
S. Fr.
1 3 0 .250
70
14: OH.
1 3 0 .250 30 95
American Conference
Eastern Division
W.. L. .T. Pts. PF PA
Buff.
I 0 0 1.000 148 80
Miami
3 1 0 .750 98 68
NY Jets 2 2 0 .500 101 102
Bait.
1 30 .250 99)00
N. Eng.
0 4 0 .000 31 92
Central Division
Cinn.
4 0 0 1.000 93 46
Pitt.
3 1 0 .750 120 45
Moos.
3 1 0 .750 99 48
Cleve,
0 4 0 .000 43 148
Western Division
Oak.
3 1 0 .750 78 83
Denver
2 2 0 .500 83 104
K.City
1 3 0 .250 102 97
S. Diego 0 4 0 .000 27 89

The New York Nets of the
American Basketball Assn. set
12 club records last season. One
of the records was a 10-game
winning streak.
ISE 818E 11
So

FAR LANDS TRAVEL AGENCY

PHILADELPHIA ( AP) —
Bernie Parent, star goalie of
the Philadelphia Flyers, was to
undergo surgery on his neck today and will miss three or four
more weeks of the National
Hockey League season.
Dr. John Wolf, the team's orthopedic specialist, said Monday night the operation by two
neurosurgeons will be to remove two discs in the neck
pressing on two different roots.

6418flisid
247-1289
127 South 7th Street
Open 8 0.161. to 5 p.m. Mon. titre Fri.

8 a.m. to 12 p.m. Saturday
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We Wile Alf Tickets for OA kuitnes While You Watt

INC) CHARGE FOR OUR SERVICES!

fitk i,...0

We Honor The Same Credit Cards
The Airlines Do! Such As
HOTELS-CRUISES-RENTAL CARS-TRAVEL INSURANCE
Mrs. Frank (Irene) Berry, Manager

e

CLAUDE T. WINSLOW

C. M. RHODES

ESTATE AND PENSION
SERVICES,INC.
a corporation. effective September 1.1975. SO that we may serve
providing continuity of service and
greater diversity in the number and type companies represented. Although we
w ill continue to represent the 1.minecticut Mutual, we will also represent a number of other fine companies. Our (inn will provide service in the following area.:
e have formed

our clients in a more efficient manner by

PESeilt/N AND PROFIT SHARING PLANS

INDIVIDUAL RETIREMENT PLANS IIRAI
ESTATE PLANNING
BUSINKS PLANS FOR PARTNERS
SAIA RI INTINI'A TION PLANS
DISAIIIIITY INCOME PLANS
PERSONAL LJFE PLANS

RETIREMENT PLANS FOR THE SELF-EMPIM EH
RETIREMENT PLANS FOR PROFENSIONALCORPORATIONS
DF.FER RFD COMPENSATION PLANS
SPLIT I H ILI.A R MAW
TAX-SHELTERED ANNUITY PLANS

Phone 247-5225
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Detroit at Minnesota
Kansas City at San Deco
New Orleans at San
an

isco
Monday, Oct. 20
New York Giants at Buffaio,

Bowling
Standings

Supper at Jerry's. It's more than meat and potatoes ... it's a whole meal.

the Murray
)cal health

Appetizer

ars ago by
s housed in
alth center

Yourchclice from an assortment of soups. salads
or juices to start your meal just right.

a.

m on a new
f the court
e Waylon

Entree—
You choose from a selection of four different

, main dishes every night.

oy to Mrs.
late Mr.
to Mr. and
ktober 3.

Diller or Dollar
Bowling League
Team
Crawford Shell
Smith Poultry
Steely & Clark Con. _
Complete Aide
=
McCutstort
Astro Car W
D.& D. B00
Murray Fed.Se
Burger Queen

10
10
11
12
13

6
7

.
1P4
4 n Rerberich
Nancy Todd
High Ind.Series(SC)
Mary Smith
Ethelene *Cancel
Margaret Morton
=SeeksINC/
=Wane
4
1ILIsmainkh
---r(Berberich
High Averages
&with

Rice.
Iliargaret ?Cotton
Jeanette Wtlliam4
or
Addison
Verona
Etheieneery
11
Maty Contri .
I no Darnell ....

Ann Freeman Sheryl Cook Sherry Shupe

OFFICE STAFF

14
14
15
16
16

kV
Crawford Shell
579
Murray Fed. Savings & Loans ...
578
Smith Poultry
High TeamOarne tfICI
802
Crawford Shell
' 793
Murray Fed_ Savings&[Aims
291
Smith Poultry
High Team Series(SC)
1r64
Smith Poultry
15181
Crawford Shell
151
Steely & Clark Con
High Teeeigiries(RC)
V93
Smith Poultry
9727
Crawford Shell
2196
Shoemaker Seed Co
High In& Game(SC)
Margaret Morton
High Ine.Game(HO

the big choice on each night's menu.

L

18
17
14
14
13
12
11

9
Roberts Realty
11
Shoemaker Seed Cacce
8
Corvette Lanes
'High Team Gagne(SC)

Marion Berberich

You pick any two healthy garden vegetables from

W

&Loans 10
10

Mary Smith

Two Vegetables

e

Muslim garb, smiled while All
talked to reporters Monday
night.
The fight champ was seen in
the company of women other
than his wife before and after
his bout with Joe Frazier in
Manila two weeks ago.
Archbishop Hannan had mitially endorsed the Muhammad
appreciation day, dedicated to
New Orleans' youth.
In rescinding his support, the
archibisop said: '"The CatholIc
Church has always been a very
strong proponent of the sanctity
of marriage and I need not detail how the actions related in
the newspaper ... concerning
the marital difficulties of Muhammad All make it imperative that the Church not be associated with an activity that
features him."

Parent Injured

333 E. Broadway,Mayfield,Ky.

Chicago at Pittsburgh
Green Bay at Dallas
Washington at Houston
Philadelphia at St. Lou
Oakland at Cincinnati
Cleveland at Denver
Atlanta at Los Angeles

inty health
w proposed
ballot in

itucky Press
NawSpoper

trio of former Miami Dolphins.
The league average is 13,323,
and falling weekly.
Hernmeter said the key to the
decision to be made here is not
what will happen to the WFL in
the rest of 1975, but what the
future is in 1976 — "If there
isn't a '76, our interest in '75
will terminate."
What the league officials
were surveying were a series of
discouraging developments that
have tumbled on them since
they announced a $4 million offer to Joe Namath, which the
quarterback soon turned down.
There have been these developments since:
—The Chicago franchise —
the one the league said would
be its flagship — was folded
following failure to raise
enough money and after a pair
of 3,000-plus crowds.
—Some of the league's socalled package of superstars
failed to deliver. Calvin Hill
went out early in the season
with a knee injury and the man
Hawaii signed to replace him,
Duane Thomas, was cut last
week. Daryle Lamonica quit
the Southern California Sun
after playing behind a rookie.
John Gilliam went back to the
National Football League after
Chicago was disbanded.
—And the trio of Csonka,
Kiick and Warfield, the ones responsible for the initial good

NEW ORLEANS (AP) —
Heavyweight champion Muhammad All stepped off a
plane here with his wife Begot,
have
publicity the league
failed to excite the sports con- linda and said, "I ain't got but
sumer. They drew less than 5,- one wife, despite all the publicity."
000 in Philadelphia.
Ali participates today in cere—Two teams, Jacksonville
and Shreveport, have renego- monies in the Louisiana Supertiated salaries downward and dome honoring the late Elijah
Portland has been propped up Muhammad, former head of
the Black Muslims — the Naby league help.
All the while, the people have tion of Islam.
Youngsters in all public and
stayed at home, the league has
failed to win a television con- parochial schools in the city
tract and player salaries under had been invited to the Muhamthe Henuneter share-the-wealth mad appreciation day, but New
plan have remained lower than Orleans Roman Catholic Archbishop Philip Hannan withanyone expected.
drew his support because of
All's recent marital problems.
Sent To Nordiques. _
"The archbishop believes too
reads in the
QUEBEC(AP) — Right wing much of what he
said
All. "This
newspapers,"
Jim Benzelock was sent to
Maine Nordiques of the North thing about my marriage has
American Hockey League Mon- been overplayed in the press.
"My wife is standing right
day by Quebec Nordiques of the
here beside me. I ain't got but
World Hockey Association.
one wife."
His wife, dressed in flowing

Pro Football
At A Glance

Sunday, Oct. 19

One Price Buys

in advance
Hor
▪
ton Ky and
. 5I2 SO per
S27 50 per

AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK(AP) — They've
paid their bills. As far as is
known, they haven't lied to the
public or falsified attendance
figures.
But the World Football
League, fighting a backlash
from its horrid first year, is
finding that honesty and
promptness with the checkbook
aren't enough.
And so the league, which last
year set records for losing
money and missing payrolls,
may give in to the apathy it
has generated in its cities and
fold before the week is out.
Faced with a continuing flow
of red ink, the men who run the
WFL are meeting in one of this
city's corporate skyscrapers.
They have three alternatives —
fold weaker teams and continue, prop up weaker teams and
continue or shut down — and
they are expected to select one
of them in the next day or two.
Representatives of each of
the league's 10 teams met
throughout the day and into the
night here Monday. They were
back at it today, trying to avoid
what WFL President Chris
Hemmeter called the "ultimate
negative."
"We are exploring all directions to save the league," Hemmeter said during a break in
the meetings Monday. "We just
don't want the league to go
down the tubes."
What the lords of the WFL
didn't believe could happen did
— fans have stayed away in
droves. No team is averaging
as much as 20,000, not even
Memphis with its celebrated

Baltimore at New England
Miami at New York Jets

v. and Mrs.
ie Regional
tonal Con-

nes

By CRAIG AirIMERMAN

Monday's Result

array State

Dway Bow
Dub Polly,
ogan, and

WFL Might Disband
In Next Several Days

Washington 27, St. Louis 17

e Purchase

Igo

130
117
61
33
26
22
19

Walton Okay

7
0

Churches,
le, Tenn.
grove, Bill
tines Neale
e Kentucky

445
434
241
226
220
134

Ali Says He Has No
Problems With Wife

ESTATE ANDPENSION SERVICES,in.
Represents The FolloWing Cornpanie
Aesee Life P Comsat!
American Health P Life
Bankers Life of low a
CNA latarence P t.on,inental lasualti Co.
Conneetieut General Life Insurance
Coantertieut Mutual Id.Inaseenee
Provident Life P Accident Ineuranet
Provident Mutual Life Insurance Co.
Seenehy - Connecticut Life

Crown life insurance Company
Generel Ameriean Life Insure net C.o.
Hartford Life P Accident lnituratiet CAt.
Inter-4item insurance
Lincoln National Life Insurance
Manufacturer's Life
Paul Revere Life Initurerwe to
Pilot Life lneuraisre Co

Manachisient Indemnit. P 14.. insurance
Monarch life Insurance Co.
Memel Benefit Life Insurance Co. of Newark
North American Life P Casualty
Ohio Seat, Life lrimuranee Co.
Pan-American Life &inseam-, Co.
Sun Life Anarenee o.oft anad•
11 nine Mutual Lift. bisuranee Co.
Washington Nadeael Insurance t o.

204

183
177

513
491
454

817
603
601
161
158
152
146
45
14
12
41
38
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Claytor Could Be One Of Best t
Players Ever For UK Cagers

--timeciat With - Brandon 4,
By MIKE BRANDON
soon, Reiter
t-raT.

Racers Start Cage Practice Tomorrow
They start dribbling tomorrow.
Right when the World Series is going on, pro
football is well underway and the National
Hockey League and pro basketball are
beginning, college basketball begins practice.
The task before Coach Fred Overton at
Murray State this season won't be a pleasant
one. Last year, his young team finished 10-15
on the season and in the lower division of the
eight-team Ohio Valley Conference.
Last year, Murray had just one center. But
before the year was over, Larry Moffett
developed into one of the best big men in the
league. Then this past spring came his personal problems that led to his downfall and he
is no longer in school.
So like last year, the Racers will have one
center. And he's fresh out of high school so if
you're one of those people that think the
Racers can play with Memphis State, Oral
Roberts, Kansas and Louisville, forget it.
They are simply in another class.
But one thing you will see this year is exciting basketball. You will see much better
teamwork and you will see a much quicker
team, especially on defense.
One of the most exciting players Murray
has recruited in recent years is Paul Smith of
Shelby County. He's 5-9 and jumps higher off
the floor than anyone on the club.
As far as his speed, he's as fast as Darnell
Addl. And now for the cynics; Paul Smith is
not another Derrick Melvin. Paul Smith is one
heck of a little guy with a big heart and an
overpowering desire to win. For all the fans of
Steve Barrett, buy your season ticket because
Paul Smith will be another Steve Barrett. And
people like that are hard to come by.
You already know about who is returning.
Of cOtwse Murray has some good people back
with folks like Jesse Williams, Grover
Woolard, Zech Blasingame, Jeff Hughes and
Tommy Wade.
But there are some pretty dog-gone tough
freshmen who will be fighting like dogs for
starting spots.
You can just about bet your last dollar Paul
Smith will be starting this year. Nobody can
keep him out of the lineup. And you can bet
Grover Woolard and Jesse Williams will
start. But after that, it's anybody's guess.
Vic Jordan, the 6-6 freshman from

Christian County, stands a good chance at
earning a starting spot. He's exceptionally
tough on the press and is a good rebounder,
able to get out quickly on the break.
Then there's Eddie Williams of Mayfield,
the 6-5 portrait of a shooter. Williams broke
his foot a couple of weeks ago in a pickup
game and he'll be a week or so behind
everyone else but won't be missing any
games.
The other freshman who'll probably be
starting is 6-8 Earner Calhoun Mays. He's the
only center on the club. From 15 to 20 feet,
Mays can shoot with Jesse Williams. He's not
the leaper Moffett was nor is he as aggressive
on the defensive end as was Moffett. But give
him a year or two and he'll be one of the very
best centers to ever play here.
After those four freshman, there's a bunch
of others who can play but it just depends on
how much they develop. That group includes
6-5 freshman guard Tom Leffler, 64 freshman guard Dane Starbuck and several walkons.
"The whole key is how bad they want to
work at it," Overton said.
"We have to accept the fact that our talent
Is such and we have no bona fide center,"
Overton added.
We aren't going to promise anything bright
and optimistic for this year folks. Putting it
right on the line, if the Racers can have a
break-even year, it will be a good one.

By BOB COOPER
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Great news for University of
Kentucky basketball fans:
Louie Dampier, Mike Flynn
and Jimmy Dan Conner are
coming back—all in one body.
Kentucky's NCAA runnerteam holds picture day today
and one of the biggest surprises
is a kid named Truman Claytor, a 6-foot-1 freshman from
Toledo, Ohio, who Coach Joe
Hall says is "a composite" of
former Kentucky stars in the
backcourt.
-He's different than any
guard we've had since I've
been here," said Hall, who was
a longtime assistant to the legendary Adolph Rupp before he
became head coach three years
ago.
Hall explained that stars like
Dampier, now with the Ken-

Sports Survey
We will be running the sports survey
Wednesday and that will be the last time it
will run. Again, I would like to urge everyone
to please take the time to fill out the survey
and drop it by the officegive it to me at a
game or mail it in.
It's very important that you participate in
this survey.
The majority of people answering the
survey have been in the 25-50 age group. The
turnout from students has been very disappointing. So again, whether you like or dislike the way sports is handled in this paper, at
least take the time to fill out the survey.
After all the surveys are completed and
returned, we'll run the results of the survey.

Tiger '13' Team Rolls
By South-Fulton 56-14
Bob Thurman scored three
touchdowns and ran a two-point
conversion Monday night in
Holland Stadium to pace the
Murray High "B" team to a 5614 win over South Fulton.
The victory gives the Tigers a
2-1 record for the season.
Early in the first period,
Murray got its first score of the
game as quarterback Gregg
Garland unloaded a 35-yard
scoring pass to Randy Orr and
then hit Greg Vaughn with the
conversion pass to boost the
Tigersto an 8-0 lead.
With 3:58 left in the opening
period, Kerry Thompson intercepted a pass to set up
another score. Behind the
powerful running of Richie
Richardson
and
Claude
Johnson, the Tigers moved the
ball downfield quickly. And with

2:06 left on the clock, the drive
was capped as Kenn Perkins
scored from a yard out, with the
conversion failing, and the
Tigers led 14-0.
Early in the second period,
Danny Richerson intercepted a
pass and returned to the South
Fulton 43. On the first play from
scrimmage, Garland fired a
long pass to Claude Johnson,
who got good blocking from Tim
Garland and Kerry Thompson,
and went all the way for the sixpointer. After Alvin Parham
ran the conversion, Murray
sported a 22-0 lead.
Thurman got his first touchdown of the game with 5:22 left
in the half as he scored on an
eight-yard run and Murray
went up 264.
Late in the half, Grettis
Bumphis intercepted a pass and

Introducing Mary Hopson and Jackie Ransom.

that set up a score. Parham
went 43 yards, taking advantage of a good block by Greg
McReynolds, and Garland hit
Orr on the conversion to lift
Murray to a 36-0 halftime lead.
Midway through the third
period, Thurman, now playing
quarterback, scored on a
keeper and Murray went up 420. South Fulton scored a sixpointer with 28 seconds left in
the period.
Then with eight seconds left in
the third quarter, Darrel Foster
scored on a 51-yard run and
Thurman added the conversion
and Murray led 50-6.
Late in the fourth quarter,
South Fulton scored again and
added a conversion to trail 5014.
With 2:12 left in the game,
Thurman scored on a 60-yard
kickoff return and the final
score of 56-14 was on the board.
The second half, the Tigers
played a lineup that consisted
mostly of all sophomores.
The Tiger coaching staff cited
defensive end Keith Cartwright
and linebacker Craig Klein as
defensive standouts.
The "B" team will be at
Marshall County next Monday.
HOCKEY
KANSAS CITY—The Kansas
City Scout of the National
Hockey League acquired right
wing Fred Harvey from the
Atlanta Flames in exchange for
center Richard Lemieux.
DENVER — The Denver
Spurs sent left wing John Popiel to the Houston Aeros for
right wing Don Borgeson and
center Jim Sherrit in a World
Hockey Association deal.

tucky Colonels in the American
Basketball Association, and
Connor were what he calls "No.
2 guards"—that is, slightly lax
on ball control, but excellent
outside shooters.
In addition, Conner played
the inside game with great
strength.
Flynn and Larry Johnson,
now a junior at Kentucky, were
described by Hall as No. 1
guards, "the kind that handle
the ball and set up the play.
"Claytor is a composite; he
does everything well and may
well be the first complete
guard we've had in a long
time," Hall said.
Oddly, Kentucky obtained
Claytor by chance.
The best kid in Toledo that
we knew of was Terry Crosby.
He had gotten all the publicity
and we went up to see him a
couple of times, but he was un-

decided whether he could play
our style or not," Hall said.
"So we let it ride, and we
signed a couple of guards and
forgot him," Hall added.
Then the Kentucky coaching
staff visited an all-star game at
Cleveland, Ohio—put on by
Sonny Vicar° of Dapper Dan
Classic fame—and changed
their minds.
"They announced all the participants, and when they came
to Claytor, Vicaro announced
him and described him as the
best guard in this nation," Hall
said.
"We hadn't seen him, but we
had heard of him, so he goes
out and is Most Valuable Player of the (all-star) game and
gets 27 points, a basketful of
assists and just plays a great
game," the Kentucky Coach
said.
"He's the type of player who

can create offensively, can
make things happen. He has
good control and poise on the
floor," Hall added.
"He can dictate the tempo of
a game. He knows when to penetrate and when to hold up.
He's clever on the break. He
feeds when he should and
shoots when he's open," he
said.
"He's a winner," Hall added.
Hall said Claytor has a good
chance at a starting berth because his team lacks height
this year and will play three or
four guards at the same time.
He compared Claytor to a
football quarterback who has
every attribute that a coach
seeks.
"You've got a quarterback
that's a good passer; you've
got guards that are good shooters. You've got quarterback's
that can run the option well;

you've got guards that are good
playmakers.
-But what you look for in
both...is someone who t.
run the whole show, can show
leadership ability and make
things happen on the floor.
"Clayton is much this type of
p quarterback. He can score,
he has good leadership potential and he gives enough of
himself that other players
wouldn't mind following him,"
Hall said.
When Kentucky recruited
Clayton, Hall had only one worry. The boy didn't weigh
enough. However, a summer's
workout on the weights has
gained about 20 points and
Clayton now tips the scales at
nearly 180.
He's strong, and nobody is
going to take him inside and
score upon him easily," Hall
said.
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We must move 4,000 square feet of furniture by November 1. In order to do this, we must reduce our prices
drastically.
Now is the time to shop and save.

Living Room
Suites

& Hid-a-Beds
$50 OFF
Big Savings On Some
Models
Quasar & Admiral

Kentucky Lake
Bowling League

It's the People that make the difference at...

-1)EOPLES BANK
MURRAY U KY.
Member FDIC
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KING
EDWARD

LOUISVILLE, Ky. 'AP)
The Kentucky Colonels have
cut two players, reducing the
American Basketball Association team's roster to 12.
The Colonels announced Monday that forwards Tom Inglesby and Ed Mast were being
cut.
Kentucky must release one
more player to reach the
league limit of 11 before its
Oct. 24 ABA opener against San
Antonio.
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By The Associated Press
WASHINGTON (AP) — It
was like winning one for old
Notre Dame.
Joe Theismann and John Pergine came in for a lot of ribbing from their Washington
teammates Monday night after
they connected on a fake field
goal to spark the Redskins to a
27-17 National football League
victory over the St. Louis Cardinals in a nationally televised
game.
Washington reserve linebacker Rusty Tillman told
newsmen as they crowded
around Pergine, who caught the
30-yard touchdown pass from
Theismann, that he was the primary receiver on the play.
"It was a Notre Dame special," said Tillman. "I was a
receiver on the play and he
didn't even see me."
Theismann, who was a freshman when Pergine, now a reserve linebacker, was playing
for the Fighting Irish, said,
"We have a very strong Catholic relationship, even though
we're not even Catholic."
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TENNIS
SYDNEY, Australia — American's Sandy Mayer and Bob
Lutz each scored straight-set
victories in the second round of
the 8100,000 Australian Indoor
Tennis Championships.
BARCELONA — .Argentina's
Guillermo Vilas downed Jaime
Pinto Bravo of Chile 6-1, 6-4 in
the opening round of the 23rd
Count of Godo tennis tournament.
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weather for the third game was
expected to be warm and clear
"We're back where we started, all even," Johnson said
"It's a best-of-five series now
We just have to win three.'•
The fourth and fifth games of
this 72zid World Series will also
be played in Cincinnati on
Wednesday and Thursday
nights. If needed, the sixth and
seventh games will take place
back in Boston next Saturday
and Sunday.
"We were a little anxious in
Fenway Park," said Johnny
Bench, Cincinnati's great catcher. "Everyone wanted to be the
key too quickly. Maybe we'll be
more relaxed here."
Morgan thinks so, obviously
"We have more ways to beat
you than any other team," said
the brilliant second baseman.
"Cut off our power and we can
beat you with our running, Cut
off our running and we can
beat you with pitching and defense. You can shut off one
area, but no one can shut off
all the areas.
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pions, despite Morgan's warning, feel they'll be ready, willing and able to play in the
home park of the National
League kings.
"Maybe the Reds don't realize it, but we're a great Astroturf team," noted Bill Lee, Boston's fine left-hander."We play
darn good baseball on artificial
turf, just ask the Kansas City
Royals."
Whitey Herzog, manager of
the Royals agrees with that lofty assessment.
"The Red Sox can play on
any surface," he said. "They're
just a good ball club. The artificial turf at our ballpark in
Kansas City didn't bother
them much, if at all, this year.
They won four out of six in our
park,"
Obviously thinking about that
fast artificial turf, Boston Manager Darrell Johnson named
Rick Wise as his starter to oppose Cincinnati's Gary Nolan.
"Rick is basically a high-ball
pitcher and that should be helpful," Johnson said. "A sinker
ball pitcher forces men to hit
the ball on the ground. A highball pitcher, like Wise, gets
many men on pops."
Rico Petrocelli, Boston's
third baseman, had the artificial surface on his mind, too.
"I won't be able to play back
on their right-handed hitters,"
Petrocelli said, grimacing.
"They run too good."
The Red Sox, hoping to get
the feel of the strange ballpark,
worked out Monday night under
the lights for Game No. 3. The
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Stadium, it's going to make a
big difference the way our hitters attack the ball. You'll see
different hitters here."
The Red Sox will also see different runners in Cincinnati,
too, because of the sleek playing surface.
"We can score runs without
getting hits," said Morgan, referring to Cincinnati's blinding
speed. "The rain sure hurt us
in Boston. When you play in the
rain, everybody's game is
changed. I wish it hadn't rained."
While the artificial turf was
expected to help the Reds' offense, it could also be a crucial
factor in the Boston defense.
"You need a quicker infielder
and outfielder on this surface,"
Morgan explained. "You have
to have that extra step to cut
off baseballs. The Red Sox better be quick on this surface or
it'll hurt them."
The American League chant-

The surprise play by the Red- for his second touchdown of the
skins came early in the third night and Moseley booted a 34quarter after Terry Metcalf yard field goal to put the icing
had stunned Washington with a on the victory.
93-yard return of the second- And, when the Cardinals aphalf kickoff.
peared to be closing in, line"We really caught than son backer Chris Hanbin-ger picked
their pants down," said Theis- off a Hart pass to kill a posmann, third string quarterback sible score in the fourth quarand holder on placements. "It ter.
was an element-of-surprise play "The interception by Hanburand it worked beautifully. It's ger was a fine defensive play,"
an amazing picture when you said Coryell. "We just went to
see your guys down field and the well once too often on that
nobody around them."
one and Hanburger is an inThe fake field goal and the telligent, good defensive player
running of rookie Mike Thom- and he read it well."
as, who scored touchdowns
from the one and the two-yard
lines, moved the Redskins, now
3-1, to within one game of the
undefeated Dallas Cowboys in
the National Football Conference Eastern Division. The
Cardinals are now 2-2.
Cardinals coach Don Coryell
said, "What did I think about
the fake punt? I didn't like it.
What else can you say.
"There was absolutely no
doubt in my mind that we
would not come back and get
'em," he said. "They were obviously up for the game."
Washington's Mark Moseley
and St. Louis' Jim Bakken
traded 47-yard field goals before Thomas, from the University of Nevada-Los Vegas, went
over from the two for his first
touchdown to give the Redskins
a 10-3 lead. Metcalf's kickoff
return tied the score.
After the Pergine score, Jim
Hart put the Cardinals back
into a tie with a 48-yard touchMIDDLE SCHOOL CHEERLEADERS — The eighth grade theories/ors at Murray Middle School this year are left to right, Ms Billington,
down strike to Mel Gray to tie
Stacy hates. Midiello McGhee, Undo Apporson, gatiry Oirtimod, Raga Roy, Trocoy &rows,Susan Stapling and Both Taylor. The Middle
the knot at 17-17.
School Tigers wiN be playing at home tonight in Hollered Stadium assist Boston. The sevanth great contest begins at S:30 p. m.
In the fourth quarter, howONO Piot,by Alike brundea)
dove one yard

KANSAS crrY (AP) — The
defensive line of the injury-riddled Kansas City Chiefs suffered another blow Monday
with the announcement that left
tackle Marvin Upshaw will be
lost for four to six weeks.
Upshaw suffered strained
ligaments in his right knee early in Kansas City's 42-10 romp
over the Oakland Raiders Sunday.
The Chiefs also announced
that guard Randy Beisler underwent successful neck surgery Monday.

15
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total of three runs and a .188
team batting average in the two
games.
The Reds, accustomed to
their springy artificial turf at
home, were slowed to a crawl
by Fenway's much slower natural grass, not to mention heavy
rains that bothered their famed
running game. Also, there was
the psychological disadvantage
of playing with "The Green
Monster," the close left -field
wall that just about dares right
handed hitters to swing at it.
None of the hitters on the
Red Sox or the Reds reached
the notorious wall on the fly,
but that doesn't mean it didn't
pLsy a big part in the first two
games.
"Mentally, it was kind of
hard for us," Morgan pointed
out, "because our right-handed
hitters were going for that wall.
And I think it hurt us because
it was always on our minds.
Now that we're at Riverfront

By KEN RAPPOPORT
AP Sports Writer
CINCINNATI (AP) — The
track will be fast and clear for
tonight's third World Scrim
game and Cincinnati's thoroughbreds intend to run the
Boston Red Sox right out of
Riverfront Stadium.
"Everything's different now,"
said Joe Morgan. "Playing at
home is going to make all the
difference in the world for us."
At no time in recent World
Series history has the home
field advantage or weather conditions meant as much as in
this one.
The Red Sox, although they
split the first two games in
Boston over the weekend, had a
distinct advantage in their own
Fenway Park. Now, they have
an obvious disadvantage at
Riverfront.
"The ball park had a lot to
do with our performance," said
- Morgan, pointing to a meager

Redskins Win Over Cardinals
Was Like Watching Irish Play
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Reds Hoping To Run Red Sox
Out Of Riverfront Tonight
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Jackson
Dr. Mofield To Attend
Shots Fired, Seven Arrested In
Attends
Anti-Busing Demonstration Monday Conference Radio-TV Seminar In NY
Police had no estimate of the
number taking part in the disturbance, in southwestern Jefferson County near Pleasure
Ridge Park High School.
The crowd dispersed and the
area was quiet shortly after
midnight, police reported.

Earlier, some 600 persons
lined a road near Fern .Creek
High in the southeastern part of
the county. The protestors carried signs encouraging passing
motorists to honk their horns if
they opposed school busing.
That demonstration, organized by an anti-busing group
called Concerned Parents, Inc.,

Thirsty Convicts Were Afraid
To Drink Water From Creeks
Convicts Dennis D. Hunter,
26, of Chicago and Henry Gargano, 43, of Salem, Ohio, remained at large today. Gargano was serving 199 years for
murder and Hunter 25 years for
kidnaping and other crimes.
Roche and Philion were found
walking in opposite directions
on the Baltimore & Ohio Railroad tracks, about three miles
apart. They were arrested within an hour of each other and
both were returned to the prison, about 75 miles away, late
Monday night.
Roche was taken into custody
two miles from where the fugitives' auto crashed on Sunday.
Both men told authorities they
were looking for water, but
Roche said they were afraid to
drink from creeks.
"I told him it was better than
water in the city," said jail administrator Tom Fischer. But
he said Roche toldhim, "No, it

Take the Family and Go Saving at

Judicial.
: (Caatioued from Page 1)
decisions on all cases it receives
in a given year.
An appeal of a civil suit
presently takes a minimum of
three years before being heard
by the Kentucky Court of Appeals the panel members said.
.: The newly created Court of
;Appeals would have 14 members, two from each court
strict, who would be divided
Anto panels of not less than three
:to decide cases appealed to it.
Circuit Courts
The Circuit Court districts
'would remain Judicial Districts
ontaining the same counties as
They do now. The circuit courts
;would be the courts of original
.-jurisdiction, where many legal
ique_stions are argued for the
.4irst time.
The panel explained that in a
:multi-county judicial district
such as the 42nd, which is
:composed of Calloway, Mar;shall and Livingston counties,
.?.the District Judge would be
elected from within the three
fcounties. The district judge
would hold court in his home
?I county and he would appoint
trial commissioners for the
other counties in the district.
, The trial commissioner would
be a resident of the county and
also an attorney. All judges in
the new system would be
prohibited from operating a
private practice, the panel said.
The juducial amendment has
received the endorsement of
Julian Carroll and Robert
and
Democrat
Gable,
Republican candidates for
governor. In a joint statement,
the candidates said:
"As candidates for Governor
of the State of Kentucky, we
recognize the importance of
improving the court system in
Kentucky. Therefore, we endorse and support the proposal
to amend the Judicial Article of
• the Kentucky Constitution. We
; urge all Kentuckians to vote
'"yes" on November 4 for swift,
efficient and economical administration of justice from the
highest to the lowest courts."

was polluted." PhiLion said the
escapees hadn't had water in
three days.
Deputy Sheriff Norman Rose
said several area residents had
called police to report a man
asking them for water. Rose
said he searched the area near
the homes of the callers and
then parked his car by the railroad tracks.
He soon spotted Philion walking along the tracks, and "I
just turned the flashlight on
him and said,'Halt! This is the
police' and to stick his hands
up. He said, 'Okay, don't
shoot!" Rose said.
Roche was picked up by two
FBI agents as he walked east
away from Salem, according to
Victor Schaeffer, special agent
in charge of the manhunt. He
Roche was carrying a .410
shofim but had no ammunition.

Participation of the members
will be recorded and publsihed
as a minagement textbook by
Hastings'House.
In 1945 Dr. Mofield won an
appointment to the NBC
Summer Radio-TV Institute. In
1957 he was chosen for the CBS
Foundation Fellowship, a taxfree grant of $8,500 for a year's
study and training with CBS
News in New York under Edward R. Morrow.
Mofield has the BA from
Murray State in 1943; attended
the Naval Midshipmen's School
at the University of Notre Dame
the same year; did his masters

He was employed in various
positions including manager at
WPAD-AM-FM,
Paducah;
manager of WCBL Benton;
director of Academic Affairs for
the Department of Radio-TV at
SIU. He came to Murray State
in 1964 as Executive Assistant to
President Woods, and is now
Professor of Journalism &
Radio-TV.

The Murray and Calloway
Concerns
Social
County
Committee will meet to consider several conditions and
ideas on Thursday night at 7:30
in the council chamber at city
hall.
All old members and anyone
interested in projects in the
community are asked to attend
the meeting. This group of interested citizens first brought
up the idea of an enlarged citycounty park. Other similar
subjects will be discussed
Thursday night.

NOTICE
TVA TIMBER
FOR SALE
The Tennessee Valley Authority offers for sale a
tract of standing, selectively marked hardwood timber containing an estimated 132,638 board feet of
sawtimber and 170 cords of pulpwood. The timber is
located in land Between The Lakes in Stewart
County, Tennessee, approximately ten miles north
of the intersection of U. S. Highway 79 and The
Trace(Tennessee Highway 49).
Sealed bids will be received by the Forest
Management Section, Land Between The Lakes,
Tennessee Valley Authority, Golden Pond, Kentucky 42231, until 10 a. m., Central Standard Time,
October 29, 1975.
Parties interested in inspecting the aforementioned
timber should contact the above office. Office hours
are 7:00 a. m.to 3:45 p. m., Monday through Friday.
Bid forms and detailed information may be obtained from the forester in charge, Land Between
The Lakes,Golden Pond, Kentucky,telephone number 502/924-5602.
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QUOTABLE 'it is designed rho
the country shall be furnished
once a month (or, if any glut o
occurrances happen, oftener
with an account of such considerable things as hove tirrived
Benjamin
unto our
Harris, editor, in the salutary
message of America s eorliest
newspaper, Pubhc Qccurences
The dote was 1690 Consider°
bie things seem to keep on hap
Pentngr- Rewspapers continup
to report them best

degree work in broadcasting at
Northwestern in 1045; earned
the MA in economics under
Arthur Burns at Columbia in
1958; and the Ph. D.in Speech at
SIU in 1964.
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SALEM, Ill. (AP) — "They
',ere afraid of the water. They
Were afraid the creeks were
polluted," a Marion County jail
bfficial said after two thirsty
federal prison escapees were
kaptured several miles apart in
a rural area near Salem.
Authorities apprehended escapees Edward Roche, 39, of
Kstonah, N.Y., and Maurice J.
Philion, 40, of Oakland, Calif.,
Monday night. The pair estaped with three other inmates
Vriciay from the Marion Federid Penitentiary by tripping pri.spn gate locks with a homemade
electronic device.
One of the escapees, Arthur
3. Mankins, 37, of Germantown,
N.C., was picked up Sunday
fitter a stolen getaway car
braskied following a high-speed
ihase. The others fled into surrounding fields and wooded
press, which authorities have
been combing with tracking
&Bs.

broke up shortly after 10 p.m.
A spokesman for Concerned
Parents said the group has
urged that pupils be kept out of
classes Wednesday, Thursday
and Friday as a sign of opposition to busing.
Anti-busing protests have occurred almost daily since the
Louisville Jefferson County
schools were ordered desegregated this term under a busing plan involving transportation of 22,600 of the 120,000
students.
Jefferson County Police Maj.
Fred Ftoemele predicted that
he demonstrations will be
with us for a long time. I can't
see any relief in the immediate
future."
Mayor Harvey Sloane issued
an order Monday granting
overtime pay to about 25 executive, administrative and supervisory city employes for extra
work in handling busing-related
problems Sept. 3-14.
Sloane declared the period an
emergency to authorize the
overtime pay.
Police Chief John H. Nevin
and nine other top-ranking officers who don't normally get
overtime pay applied last week
for extra pay ranging from $623
for 44 hours to $1,700 for 120
hours.
Joe Elam, the mayor's executive assistant, said the exact
amount being paid each ernploye would not be known until
today, but estimated that the
overtime would cost a total of
about $15,000.

Dr. Ray Mofield, general
manager of W/CMS radio at
Murray State university, has
been selected as one of 80
leaders of the academic
broadcasting community to
attend the annual FacultyIndustry Seminar of the International
Radio-Television
Society.
Network, government, and
university leaders from around
the nation will spend a week
together at Tarrytown, New
York, November 10-14. Dr.
Mofield's appointment states
that "You are one of the limited
number of invitees selected
based on our belief.. . that you
would contribute as much as
you take from the Seminar."
Nominees must pay their own
travel but Dr. Mofield's room
and board of $225 is being paid
by the NBC Television Network
and other supporters of the
Society.
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by the shots.

Willie Jackson, Director of
Pupil Personnel in the Murray
Independent School system,
recently attended the annual
state Kentucky Association of
Pupil Personnel Workers
Conference held in Lexington at
the Hospitality Motor Inn.
in
-Options
Educetion...Every
Child
a
Winner" was the Conference
theme. Topics discussed included expultion, truancy,
under-achievement, increasing
dropout rates, parental neglect
and public health care. "These
issues," said Ms. Helen Worthington, conference publicity
chairman, Kentucky Department of Education, "challenge
the resourcefulness of public
personnel workers in Kenand
tucky's elementary
secondary schools." The conference, for directors of pupil
personnel programs, school
social workers, and health
coordinators, provide opportunities_ for professional
growth and assistance in
responding to these challenges,
said Ms. Worthington.
Conference attenders heard
guest speakers Dr. Jack R.
Frymier, Ohio State University
College of Education and
Colonel Sherman Ragland,
Director of the Race Relations
Institute at Walter Reed
Hospital.
The program also included
special interest sessions,
educational tours of service
agencies in Lexington, and
group discussions.
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LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Several wild shots were fired
toward Jefferson County police
:id seven persons were arrested during a nighttime anti*Jung demonstration near a
ugh school.
Bob Yates, press officer for
county police, said neither
icers nor their cars were hit

Social Concerns
Committee Slates •
Meeting Thursday '

Take the Family and Go Saving at

-4.
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Burger Chef
Burger Chef specializes in delicious fast foods and they
are dedicated to pleasing their customers. With a comtheir motto
bination like did, yolreati —aerMind-where
ur
cones from_ilhere's more to like at Burger Cher. Some of the delicious sandwiches that you can find at
Burger Chef are the BIG SHEF - a double meat treat, tasty
dressing lettuce and a tangy slice of cheese on a golden
drilled sesame seed bun. The SUPER SHEF - a whole quarter pound of beef, plus cheese and all the tasty trimmings
on a golden grilled sesame seed bun. The FUNBURGER - a
delicious all-beef hamburger with a surprise of a prize inside. Don't forget the FUNMEAL SPECIAL - a funburger,

ikoadtakA Zva.
753-5986 South 12th Street
Sunday Buffet Luncheon 11:00-2:00
Wide Assortment of Entrees,
Vegetables, Salads, Desserts

Private Breakfast, Luncheons, Dinners

fries, soft drink, sweet dessert treat and a special prize, all
just right for the kids and at a special price. Burger Chef
also has the SKIPPERS TREAT - a large golden fob filetAgpped with melted cheese, fresh crisp lettuce and spiatail
tarter sauce on a toasted bun. There's also the hamburgers, cheeseburgers, thick rich shakes, golden brown
french fries and much, much more.
Burger Chef has all the ingredients for a perfect meal
You can either dine here or carry out. There's a Burger
Chef just a few minutes away,located both at Murray and
Mayfield. Why not take the family out and enjoy a meal
with us.

The Hungry Bear

?MINIM

Pancake & Barbeque House

Fine Italian Foods
luncheon and dinner service.

Plate Lunches Served from 10:30 till Closing

Delicious Omelets

1409 Main St. 753-7641
Open 7 Days a Week

Ham & Cheese - Bacon - Sausage
Please Do Not Feed The Bears!

Private dining rooms by reservotion,

Old Favorites
NEW CAMDEN HWY.
Gourmet Dinners PARIS, TENN.
-sar

Michelob on top

PHONE 642-6113

For the Finest
in Steak & Seafood
*Fish *Seafood *Steak *lobster *Chicken
Try Ow New Rib-Eye Steak .
Sold by The Ounce-Cut To her Order
Hwy.641 North Open 11 a. m. Mon.-Fri. 4 p. m.Sat.& Sun. 753-4141

Featuring A Special Every Day
Steak.s-Seafood-Chicken-Sandwiches
Hamburger-Tenderloin-Fish-Chucicwagon

Rudy's Restaurant
Court Square

753-16.32

3

ty
'u"tER6Qui,.

11

Opal:

ity

on
of

Of

Ow mem: THURSDAY. Chinese Chop Sin Eiw Foe Yew, Sweet and Sow Pork
Baked Ham. FRIDAY, Italian Baked lasagna, Italia Spaghett,. White Fish. Cat ,
Fish SATURDAY: Heiken Endmiadas and TKOS, Swiss Steak, SUNDAY. Roast
Seel as jr, Dicker Breast Rokees EVIRYDAY: Spanish Omelet,. All Dinners
served with Relish Tray, ken Sow, mid Nome Node Bread with erery Dina!
Belly and Bill

Yes We Can Really Please
507 N.12th
753-6025

Try Our Delicious Super Burgers
Cooked Just the Way You Like Them

Thurs., Fri., Sat. 5-10 Sunday 12-8

Lamplighter Restaurant
489-2740

Chestnut St

Phone 753-8488
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1. Legal Notice

2

Notice

Lost And Found

2. Notice

Help

Wanteo

12

Insurance

16

Hume Furnishings

24

Miscellaneous

FOUND LADIES watch on
TWO STORY oak log barn.
WOMAN TO stay with INSURANCE
- DIVAN, CHAIR, vanity,
steps of Post Office.
Excellent condition. Call
day
chiffrobe,
roster
oven,
5
woman,
elderly
Homeowners,
farPHONE NUNBERS
Owner may claim by
753-0870.
own
sewing
cabinet,
SamNeed Them:
have
mowners, mobile
week. Must
FOR DIE
identification and paying transportation, Write,
sonite luggage. Call 753homeowners, low rates
753-1441
753-8159.
Call
for
ad.
Fire
LEDGER & IMES
8977.
Jones, RR2,
WHEAT STRAW, ;1 per
Janet
excellent
Mrs.
claim
service.
753-1621
Police
DPARTNENTS
Buchanan, Tenn.
bale. Call 753-8332.
Galloway
Box
131,
Insurance
and
753-6952
Rescue
FOUND COCKER Spaniel.
give age,
Please
Realty,
38222.
Phone
ARE AS FOLLOWS
753-5842,
753-9332
Ambulance...
Owner may claim by
2 Nofite
qualifications, phone
REFRIGERATOR
FOR
Murray, Ky.
Hospital Emergency...
describing and paying for
number, address, and
sale. Good condition. Call WE BUY, SELL, and
753-5131
News, Society and
ad Call 753-181)5 or 753753-9583 from 2:30-9. No
wages expected.
repair grandfather and
Sports
7791.
753-1918.
AMWAY
calls after 9 p.m.
HOMECARE
other
old clocks. The
Care
Comprehensive
Retail Display ad Products now available.
Pic
Kwik
Shop.
Call 753-7575.
FOR
Clock
MANAGER
U)ST A 3 month old male
753-6622
vertising
753-1919.
Call 753-0034.
40" ELECTRIC stove.
Whitnell Ave.
Market,
black
Labrador
Ftetreiver
Classified
Poison Control 753-7588
Display,
Frost
free
$40.00.
in the Cypress Bay Resort Applications taken daily
Senior Citizens 753-0929
Classified, °mutatiorefrigerator, $100. Call FENCE SALE lowest price
from 7 a. m. to 4 p. m.
area.
Reward
-NEED
753
Line
...
Need
offered.
n and the Business
753-9264
this year on chain link
Call 901-232-8662.
Learn to Read 753-2288
Office
may
be
fencing. Call Larry Lyles
needs
your
into
LOOK
WE
reached on 753-1916
Sales Help
as well as at them.
6 Help Wanted
SEARS BEST Kenmore at SEARS for free
Social Concerns
and 753-19 1 7.
NEEDLINE, 753-6333.
Wanted
gas dryer. One year old. estimate. Sale expires
Committee and
$150.
Call 753-9845 after 6 November 5th. Call 753Salesman
2310.
The Ledger
Help
p.m.
Al
N. W.Ky.
Crossword Puzzler
Answer to Yesterday s Puzzle
Tenn.
Times
and N. W.
Wonted
ACR9SS
2 Goddess of
Weekly draw and
MAO 3121,
..L1 E.JO(
healing
Sales
Person
EIM[Ai ilO&M
1 Footlike part
3 Drudges
training, incentive to
CLIJ 1!IgalMOO2M
4 I ntertwtne
4 Blemish
Prefer someone with
LATE MODEL vacuum
$18,000 plus
HOUSECLEAN$350.00.
DO
WILL
9 Chicken
6 Renovate
AT410
Selling experience, 5
1205 Electrolux with
12 Lubrtcate
first
6 Cooled lava
after
OCJ A2M OOP=
753-4917.
potential
Call
ING for you.
13 Rent
7 Doctrine
day week, good working
and power
WP
MOP
PMCO
shampooer
Wood Burning
year. Senior Salesmen
14 Reverence
8 Lifeless
MM WO MOO OP
conditions,
fringe
nozzle. Like New. $125.
15 Fabulous
9 More
to
$25,000
earning
numoa
nmm
ows
Heaters
monster
difficult
JARMAN
benefits, apply...
Call 753-9733.
acy1/3 MAS WM
17 Defaced
10 Female sheep
$45,000. Management
Now At
Eionan
19 Balloted
11 Man's
BRIGHTS
SHOES
opportunities.
OUJJT1100 MAI
21 Parent
nickname
19. Farm Equipment
(colloid I
16 Horned
UTFr-1 AWM
include:
Fringes
Court Square
22 Appellation
m:11.7 610a/
animals
Hospitalization, insuraof Athena
18 Cheer
24 Pale
35 Stull
52 Rockfish
20 Bespatter
10 FE. TILT trailer. Call
y. Aii Shopping Center
nce, profit sharing,
26 Wiled Zeus 22 Make amends 38 Europeans
54 Free ticket
OPENING FOR
753-7370.
two
41 !Musical
retirement. Our produc29 Trials
23 Lawful
55 Fall
753-4872
31 Large
25 Insect egg
behind
Instruments
ambitious ladies. For
Farm Equipment-disc,
and
non-technical
are
ts
43 Hindu
27 Rents
33 Knock
56 Girl's name
special
work,
3
hours
bushog,
grader
per
blade,
34 King of
28 Separate
cymbals
57 Lau
readily learnable. You
Bashan
45 Liquefied
30 Weaken
59 Deposit
day, morning or evening
grader box. Call 753-7370.
are trained in the
47 Help
35 Declare
32 Female
60 Before
The sooner you call,
by choice. Call 753-8970
37 Youngster
4e3 Mother o pearl 63 Neer
leolloo I
sell
1971 /
1
2 TON Ford tranWe
territory.
39 A slate lab&
the sooner you awe.
between 2 and 4 p.m. for
smission,
radiator, 390
40 Short sleep
chemical specialities to
combine
in
USED NM Case
Illorrted: Coins-Ookl-Saver end
42 Fondle
an appointment.
intake and carburator.
the industrial, food
Call
435good
condition.
44 More effepted
Depression Glass
Ronnie Ross
46 La1,11) s Don
1970 Ford Torino body for
processing, automotive
4155.
name
AVON
institutional
parts. One Chippenliale
210 E. Main
and
opposite bus station.
48 Sunburn
50 Birds horn*
Christens lerniegs hog. see
lion head, back
quality
chair,
high
markets,
753-0489
Phone
1972 870 CASE tractor and
51 Vent,late
108 North
for Aron Ibpresootetives. Sd
claw feet. Call 753-4716.
products bring
53 Part of locket
equipment.
Call
after
6
p.
fa- or pert 4e. Over IS.
55 Alit
profitable repeat sales.
6th Street
m. 753-7106.
58 Pretentious
Writs or cell GIONil Dyke. lea
horn*
You must have a suc3247, Pelyeeli, Ry. 42001.
61 Bother
26 TV Rld)o
153-0140.
cessful sales or self62 Approaches
Phone 443-3344.
1030 CASE TRACTOR,
64 Organ of
background,
employed
hearing
TV TOWER, rotary and diesel, 13 ft. John Deere USED COLO' TV, $129;
own a late model car
65 Aeriforrn fluid
86 Poker stakes
color TV antenna. Call disc, 5-16". Bottom Oliver
NEED A HIGH school WOMAN FOR COUNTER
Color TV and stereo
be
in
good
health.
and
87 Change
work. Mornings from 6 to
plow. All in good con753-3340.
combination J&B Music.
(GED) Equivalency
color of
Contact
Mr.
George
10:30. Must be neat and
dition. Call 527-8504.
Certificate? Let us help
Call 753-7575.
Foust for an apDOWN
dependable. No calls.
you! Murray
Adult
pointment Monday or
USED PIANO. Call 7531 Seed conApply at Dixie Creme,
MT JOHN Deere tractor STEREO COMPONANT
Learning Center. Phone
Tuesday in Murray, Ky.
7231.
tainer
1006 Chestnut St.
with sickle mower. Good
7624971.
system, 4 speakers,
Phone 592-753-5986.
shape. Also 2 060 Baja
Gerard turn table, eight
ULM FOREMOST
VENEER LOGS wanted, Scat-ti-ac tires. Call 474track
tape
playerCHEMICAL
white oak, walnut, ash
2257.
recorder, amplifier. Call
CORPORATION
and hackberry. Highest
753-7154 or 753-0053 after 5
Memphis, Tem
prices paid for logs 14" in
p.m.
An equal opportunity employer
CATEPILLAR
D-6
diameter
and
up.
bulldozer, good condition.
Delivered to Benton, Ky.
Call 354-4392 or 753-9807. 16'10 AMP Electric service
Also
will
buy
standing
MALE OR FEMALE to
pole, complete. Call 753Veneer trees. Call J. H.
hardware
work
in
NEW
0870.
AND
used
John
Miller 354-8440.
department, should have
Deere planters, Allissome knowledge of
Chalmers
hard land 27 Mobile Home Sales
hardware. Good working 15 Articles For Sale
planter. Vinson Tractor
conditions. 9-4, 5 days a
1969, 12 x 51, 2 bedroom,
THAT TRUANT
c
WOW, A
I CAN'T
Company, 753-4892.
week. Longer hours can ONE STEEL DESK, one
WAIT TO
OFFICER SURE
gas heat, carpeting, a. c.,
BOTTLE
wood desk. Call 753-5311.
READ THE
be arranged if desired.
wiT
._H A
15 TRICKY
underpinning, utility pole
20
Sports
Equipment
ACTE j
--,
NOTEJ
Send resume to P.0. Box
and box,3284354 after 5 p.
IN IT
32D
m. Located at Sedalia,
ATTENTION
DUCK
hunters: used styrofoarn NORTHWESTERN GOLF
Ky. $3300.
8. Storage Buildings
for duck blinds, etc. CLUBS, one complete set
Cypress Springs Resort. and bag. Graphit Driver. 12 x 64, 1972, 2 BEDROOM,
GR 70 x 14 radial, 4 wheel
Portable
CUSTOM-BUILT
Phone 436-5496.
2 baths, central air, exgrain bed farm trailer. 2
Buildings. 8x10-$388, 8x12cellent condition. Call 489$432,8x164576, 10x204989. MOVING SALE! Stove, bicycles 26" - 10 speed.
2440.
Call
437-4570
or
437-4733.
Free normal delivery.
refrigerator, solid maple
Many in stock to choose
table with two extensions, 1971 BEE CRAFT 18 ft. tri- 1973 12 x 60, 2 bedroom,
from. Any size built to
chairs, belt exerciser, old
Homette. With front
hull. Lounge type sleeper
order. Protect your lawn
dining room, shag carpet,
bricks and mantle. Call
seats. Walk through
and garden tools. Buy a
7513436 after 5 p. m.
central
heat,
unwindshield, deck cleats,
storage building now.
derpinning and steps. Call
step pads, mechanical
Prices will never be
753-4038.
steering, life jackets,
FOUR TRUCK tires 750 x
lower. We will be closed
stereo tape deck, ski
16, snow tread. $35.00
for the seasons from
equipments 115 Horse WE BUY used mobile
each, like new. Call 753November 15- 1975 to
6593.
Mercury, built-in 18
homes. Top prices paid.
March 15, 1976. Hick's
gallop tank, Rolco trailer,
Saddle and Spur Trailer
Cemetery Road. Call 753Sales, Paducah. Call 442COMPOUND CLEANER, mooriiig cover. Must sell.
0984.
Moving. Call 753-4475.
1918 or 443-8226.
cleans and renews your
„ 7) THE FABULOUS SKULL THRONE..,THE SKULL CAvE„1old furniture, also lots of
OR RENT, 1972 12 x 65, 3
CUSTOM BUILT portable
wELCOME ,GOOP
old
If.!
furniture
and 1975 DELTA PRO BASS
FR.*NV 081,71.1. WI-4,AT Y,
bedroom,central air, wall
buildings x10,$388.00. 8 x
boat. 85 Mercury Locator,
..ity
glassware,
2
couches
and
EWING'S 'CC HERE;
1 _____I
foi.
12 $432.00, 8 x 16, $576.00.
to
wall carpet. All electrolling
motor,
power
chairs new upholstery.
tric, Call 753-7609 after 5.
Free normal delivery. We
trim. Call 753-3932 or 753Will also do upholstery
build all sizes of storage
3226 after 4.
work. See at Murray
le
i
buildings, lake cottages,
1973 MOBILE HOME, 12x
Hobby
and
Handcraft,
512
rat
boat docks, patios and
65, Three bedroom, 11
/
2
22 Musical
South
Ilth
St.
green houses. See our
I
baths. Furnished with
special boat storage sheds 16 Home Furnishings
color T.V. Call 753-2858
PIANO TUNING, repair
for boats from 12' up.
after 4 p.m.
and
rebuilding,
prompt
Hick's
A MYSTERIOUS MATTER,
on
Located
a
FURNITURE
and
USED
service.
Rebuilt
pianos
f
GHOST WHO WALKS.
Cemetery Road. Call 753appliances, _range, for sale. Ben Dyer 753; 12x70 FLAMINGO Manor,
...... . ..-- ...- .........
................,........ ......,...
0984.
SMALL EULL.S intr0 ONE
00 THAT
3 bedrooms, 2 full baths,
refrigerators, 5 pc
8911.
. STAGGERING
dinettes, chiffrobe, 3 pc.
central heat and air,
i
DEBT,
10. Business Opportunity
i
carpeted
throughout,
bedroom suites, 2 pc. MUSIC LESSONS. Piano,
,
refrigerator and stove,
Living room suites and
organ,
guitar,
clarinet
...
c
electric fireplace, unsingle couches. Odd
and accordion. J & B.
DISTRIBUTOR
derpinned,
excellent
size
brass
chairs,
2
half
A%ir
0
(• -Music, Call 753-7575.
INEEDED
condition. Call 75.1-9616.
headboards, also one
For Vows*.
I. in
wrought iron and brass
r
II"W. Z610* "
1
pa or Ian Tow
28 Heating & Cooling,
bed, pie safes, wine
We are
DISTRIBUTOR
cabinet,
220
electric
o-or
Number
NEEDED
FOR SALE: Natural gas
heater. Carraway FurA
16'
.IIIMAT4
to service %wet - DOW. Moils or
heater: 70,000 BTU,
niture,
105
N.
3rd
St.
--GSklar Fads
electric blower, ther01 CAMPON,
.
N
a
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UDE
BTFSPLK
?If
ma
/
••••• aggemas Orr I. SO WOOF
mostatic control. Call
IF IN NEED of furniture
A1-115 SENCAN
'YrY UP rHAT
ofteirbol • lee erfeeante
wow
roe
after
5:00 p.m., 753-4720.
0wfillaa
p
reemee.,
for
any
room,
see
us
for
rrROAD
••••hr
eLORY
0
A
le•'DIMINO;
11.1.0:11 Ode wl DM
Price 040,00.
October
oor
specials.
Low
ere
tindIkewwwww.
INDINTIT
1.11oNwors. 11•Asty
V
TV's
prices on quality bedding,
• all be lowOW
annb. ObsesO OW
29 Mobile Home Rentals
Lim
,
Carraway Furniture, 105
so
Radio's
Oro
0
Sole
(•••••
nreorror.
pnno, penmmoon omak
N. 3rd St.
atlikto
I.
FOX MEADOWS AND
141,1" orforosi lleeol
Stereos
X
tr
.
41111
i
ogoogo,paprmott Too we Dolloon
Coax*-19weateir• Mobite.
- .0.
'
110. woo
ELECTROLUX SALES
J L B Music
Home Parks. South 16th
WIM Tow,fy.o.d. Oro robe.1
and service. Call Tony
SAILS COIF
Street.
Homes and spaces
Murray.
Ky
753-6760, Chestnut St.
Montgomery,
IM MO* Woe
for families only. Call 753753-7575
"41.41./4444. Po 14114
day or night
3855.

AS OF October 14, 1975, I,
Victor Olozabal, Jr., am
no longer responsible for
any debts other than my
own. Victor Olozabal, Jr.

If You

If you're a
good driver,
Icon
probably
save you
money on car
insurance

Murray Coins
And Antiques

-11EATLE BAILEY

(

0

.11 Nfi, ,. ,4

Ashley

Purdoms,
Inc.

KING'S DEN

rt.

=11a1

lin

,

29

Mobile Home Rentals

TWO BEDROOM
all
electric, nice large lot.
$70.00 per month. Call 4892595.
NEW 12 x 50, 2 bedroom
mobile home. All electric
central heat and air.
/
2 miles from
Large lot. 31
Murray. Phone 753-7381 or
753-3745 after 5 p.m.
TWO BEDROOM mobile
home with electric heat
Couples only. Call 7536636.
TWO BEDROOM, real
nice. See B. B. Dill, 413
Sycamore Street.
NEW 12 x 60 Trailer. Water
furnished. $100.00 a
month. 5 miles from
Murray, Call 753-2204.
31

Want To Rent

YOUNG MARRIED
COUPLE looking for
house in the country. Call
436-2510. Ask for Connie.
32

Apartments For Rent

APARTFURNISHED
MENTS..One or two
bedrooms. Zimmerman
Apartments South 16th
Street. 753-6609.
TWO BEDROOM duplex,
available October 15,
1975. Call 753-9741.
TWO BEDROOM duplex central heat and air.
Outlet for washer and
dryer. Available Nov. 1
Call 753-9741.
MURRAY MANOR - All
new, all electric, one and
two bedroom apartments.
Stove, refrigerator, and
water furnished. On
Duiguid Road, just off 641
North. 753-8668.
THREE ROOM furnished
apartment, carpeting,
central heat and air,
garbage disposal. Lots of
closets. Can be seen at
Owens Food Market, 1407
W. Main.
TWO BEDROOM apartment,all carpet, disposal,
range,
dishwasher,
washer, dryer hookup,
central heat and air,
patio. $150.00. Call 7537550.
NEATLY
FURNISHED
apartment, 1 or 2
bedroom. Available for
weekly or monthly rental
Kelly's Pest Controll, 100
South 13th.

RAN(
Now
chas
cube
cube
prott
Mon
Grov

ENG1
mati
Irish
753-9

SMAL
proxii
years
saddl

WHE.A
can
A Pe

ARC
MALI
mos.
shots,
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113
Murr.
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Ger
Purola
753-4

LABE
pupj
hunt
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•
REGE
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6/
1
2n
6872.

PAR)
Boar
pick
serv
Call

YARE
to 5,
oar
121.
chew

set

whet

OMB

GARAI
Stree
14-0c
at 1:(
43 R

LIRE
Che(
with
heat
yard
spot
suPP
Call
105:
Real

NEM
with
641.
Key:

FOUR BEDROOM, 2 bath
house. One block from
MSU. Call 7534776 after 5
p. m.
33

Rooms For Rent

FURNISHED ROOM with
kitchen privileges in 2
bedroom apartment on
North 16th Street. Call
753-9845 after 6 p.m.
34

Houses For

Rent

FURNISHED
4
BEDROOM house near
university. Call 753-7575
or 753-0669.
WILL RENT house to
person, cheap, who will
repair seven miles from
Murray. Call 154-8446.

14,

MOM
36

For Rent

Or te,v,e

BOAT STORAGE, now
through April 30. $125.00
per season. Call 354-8469.
Aurora.
FOR RENT: place to keep
horses. Good pasture
Barn and riding area. Call
753-2280.

tirPW

slaw
de&

IDNDO

PO106

0
0944
44111
'sac

1,4106

*me

Audes,

iron&

im
31

livestock

Supplie

BEAUTIFUL 5 year old
mare. New big horn
saddle. Call 753-6018.
•REGISTP:ItED POLLEE)
HEREFORD bulls, 7 no.
to 15 no. Also cows, bred
and open heifers Call 901247-5487 Rex Robinson

dr. dm

19406
sre:
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for Connie.
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Zimmerman
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OM duplex,
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-9741.

)M duplex t and air.
washer and
able Nov. 1

NOR - All
tric, one and
apartments.
gerator, and
iished. On
I, just off 641
68.

ki furnished

carpeting,
t and air,
Deal. Lots of
be seen at
Market, 1407

10M apart)et, disposal
shwasher,
er hookup,
t and air,
Call 753-

46 tiomes For Sale

Supplies

RANGE CUBE special'. TREMENDOUS VALUE at
Now is the time to pur- the reduced price of
chase your cattle winter $12,800. Extra nice double
cubes. 20 per cent Range wide mobile home on
cubes - 20 per cent foundation at Panorama
/
2
• protein. $118.20 per ton. Shores, 3 bedrooms, 11
baths, formal dining,
Monarch Feeds. Lynn
Grove, Ky. Call 435-4197. central heat and air, sun
deck. Moffitt Realty Co.,
206 South 12th, 753-3597.
ENGLISH SADDLE and
matching bridle. Also END OF the season sale.
We have a few lake front
Irish Setter puppy. Call
lots specially priced to be
753-9570.
sold NOW,the sizes range
one-Iiird acre to a
from
SMALL HORSE, apfull one acre tract. These
proximately 14 hands, 9
are located near Chandler
years, with or without
Park at Hamlin, Ky. Good
saddle. Call 753-4106.
boating, fishing and
area is right in
swimming
WHEAT STRAW and Hay.
front of the property.
Call 7534156 and 753-6401.
These are located on a
new all weather road only
38 Pets Supplies
a short distance from
Kerby Jennings Trail
AKC REGISTERED
1918). Financing is
(Ky.
MALE Cocker Spaniel. 8
available. Check with us
mos. old. Has had all
for the prices of this
shots. $46.00. If interested
C.
property.
John
call 753-0062 or inquire at
Neubauer Realtor, 505
113 South 13th St.,
Main Street, Murray,
Murray.
Kentucky. Res. 753-7531,
Off. 753-0101.
AKC REGISTERED
German
Shepherd
puppies,6 weeks old. Call
Seldom de i. horn tho op753-4196.
portunity to offer as fine a fear
bedroom beam as this priced I
the Ws. Owner snipes Nsell.
MIN

LABRADOR RETRIEVER
puppies. Both parents,
hunters. See at 1100
Thirty acres lecaled koal off
Poplar Street after 6p.m.
641. 21 teak* GtaMt...15
•
ewes of beam swage War
REGISTERED FEMALE '$19116.
Australian terrier pup,
Vanes led Wets
Agrees from Post Office
6/
1
2 months old. Call 753-,
753-3263 anythee
6872.

PARADISE KENNELS - ROBERTS REALTY
Boarding and grooming, located on South 12th at
Sycamore has five
pick up and delivery
licensed and bonded sales
service now available.
personnel to serve you
Call 753-4106.
plus twenty years exclusive real estate ex41 PublIc Sales
perience. Call 753-1651 or
YARD SALE,October 18,9 come by our office. We
like to talk REAL
to 5, in Stella, Brick house
ESTATE
on north side Highway
121. Sign in yard. Clothes,
chest of drawers, desk, 44 Lots For Sale
set of rocket mag 15"
wheels. Also odds and COT FOR SALE. Sherwood
Forest. $1500. Call 753ends.
4910.
GARAGE SALE 115 Spruce
Street. Beginning October OAKWOOD ESTATES.
House started
with
14-October 17. Beginning
enough lumber and anat 1:00-5:00 each day.
tique brick to finish it. 25'
x 229'. $2,500 for lot and
43 Real Estate
house. 1.7 miles from
LIKE THE country Living? Shamrock Resort Call
Check this compact home 901442-6955 or 901-642with 2 bedroom, electric
heat, partially fenced
yard, excellent garden 141' FRONTAGE x 204'
Nice trees. On 641 South.
spot, abundant water
For a new home or mobile
supply. Price - $10,500.
home. Call 753-0774.
Call 753-8080 or come by
105 N. 12th. Boyd-Majors
Real Estate.
45 Farms For Sale

URNISHED
1 or 2
Tellable for
nthly rental
Controll, 100

NEAR ALMO HEIGHTS 165 ACRE FARM, 3
within view of Highway bedroom frame house
641. Estate of Alfred located in Marshall
Keys. Phone 753-6162.
County. Call 354-6390.

)0M, 2 bath
block from
-6776 after 5

Dieting alone is no tun...
Join Weight Watchers and let's
do it
together!

Rent

ROOM with
Lieges in 2
artment on
Street. Call
6 p.m.

13111
HED
4
house near
'all 753-7575

house to
I), who will
miles from
3544446.

Or tei

AGE, flow
1 30. $125.00
:all 3544469.

lace to keep
pasture
ig area. Call
Sup

5 Veer old

big horn
53-6018.

POLLEE,
bulls, 7 no.
cows, bred
Ts Call 901.
Robinson

Where: First Methodist Church
Maple Are.
6:30 p. m.
When: Mondays
New muck? $S to join, $3 weekly thereafter

49 Used Cars & Trucks

COLDWATER, 1 year,
new, large 3 bedroom
house. Extra large lot, 2
car attached garage,
patio, separate laundry
room, central air and
heat, built-in range and
dishwasher. Extraordinary. Must see to
appreciate. Call 489-2493.
HOME HUNTING? You
will find a large selection
in all price ranges at
Wilson Realty, Auction
and Insurance. Across
from Post Office, Phone
753-3263, Nights and
Holidays. Wayne Wilson,
753-5086, Ron Talent, 7531607, Ronnie Pea, 3452343, Loretta Jobs 7536079. Member M. L. S.

"MAKE IT A 1301LERMAIMR. THE I O'CLOCK
NEW5 (5 NEXT.,

46. Homes For Sale
49. Used Cars 8 Trucks
3 BEDROOM BRICK,
central heat and air and BY OWNER, 3 bedroom, 1174 VEGA HATCHBACK,
12 acres of land. 3 miles
brick home, East Y
low mileage, 200 amp
East of Dexter, Highway
Manor. Call 753-4064 and
light pole. 1950 Chevy
1346. Call 753-8615.
pickup Call 436-5610.
753-3139.
3 BEDROOM BRICK and 47. Motorcycles
shop, East of Wiggins
Furniture
Store. 1975 YAMAHA 125 MX
$35,000.00. If interested, Call 436-5335 after 5:00 p.
m.
Call 753-8615.

1969 450 HONDA. Good
condition. Call after 4:30 1973 GREMLIN X, 6
BEAUTIFUL 4 BEDROOM
on weekdays, 901-6424439. cylinder, straight shift.
brick house in Canterbury
Subdivision. Very comCall 4374260 after 4 p.m.
TRIUMPH
750
laid
out. 1972
fortably
Chopper.
Excellent 1971 COMET GT. Low
Beautiful location on
condition. $1200. Call
corner ground with
miles, good gas mileage.
days, 489-2557 nights, 489stream and trees. For
A-1 condition. Call 753appointment call 753-9513. 2763.
2858 after 4 p.m.
1973 YAMAHA MX 250,
TWO
STORY,
four excellent running conbedroom brick, 2 full dition. Call 753-9168 or 436baths, separate dining 5370.
room and family room in
very pleasant S. West 48. Automotive Service
Murray
neighborhood
AIR SHOCKS - $39.95, also
Lots of trees, well landPeak Antifreeze, $4.29
scaped. Call 753-5249 for
gal. The Orange Station
appointment.
401 South 4th, Murray,
Ky.
BY OWNER, 3 bedroom
brick colonial in Can- 49. Used Cars & Trucks
tebury. 21,4: bath. Central
gas heat, electric air. For 1974 PINTO, $1,900. Conappointment call 753-9442.
tact Norman Stacey
Route 1, Dexter, Palistine
Road.
ATTRACTIVE THREE
bedroom home near 1971 VOLKSWAGEN
Carter School on south
Slantback. A-1 condition.
13th Street. Large family
4 new tires. $1,000. Call
room with fireplace,
901-642-6955 or 901442dining room, living room,
8315.
ample closet space
Newly decorated both 1970 RENAULT. $475. See
inside and out. Dishat 1601 Farmer after 4 p.
washer, disposal and
m.
stove included. Move into
this reasonably priced 1973 PONTIAC GRAND
home NOW! John C.
Prix. Excellent condition.
Neubauer Realtor, 505
Call 7534358.
Main Street, Murray, Ky.
Res. 753-7531, Off. 753- 1972 NOVA. 39,000 miles.
0101.
AM-FM. Cragers. Power
steering. Air. Call 7539551.
BY OWNER, 3 bedrooms,
11
/
2 baths, Magnolia
1973
GMC
SUPER
Drive. Trees and shrubs,
CUSTOM camper special.
large family room, fully
Radio, heater, automatic
carpeted, dining area,
transmission, power
utility room, double
steering, power brakes,
carport,low 30's. Call 753air conditioning. Call 4982485.
8739.
THE QUALIFIED personnel at Guy Spann
Realty are waiting to talk...
to you regarding your real
estate needs. Our time is
your time. Give us a call
or drop by the office at 901
Sycamore Street, 7537724.

ESTATE AUCTION
SATURDAY OCTOBER 18,10:00 A. M.
Rammed D. liebaodiet (state
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hiltee, ly.
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1972 MAVERICK fully
equipped, excellent
condition $1600.00.C.all
753-7589.
1969 OLDS CUTLASS
Supreme. Call after 5:30
753-9865.
1968 BARRACUDA, 6
cylinder, automatic, 1972,
250 Yamaha Roadback.
Both in good condition.
Phone 7534215.
$500 OR BEM offer buys
1968 Le Mans, 6 cylinder,
OHC, automatic, bucket
seats, double steel belted
Bridgestone tires Call
767-4619.
1965 MERCURY Parklane,
4door hardtop, power and
air, good condition, good
tires. $275.00.'Call 753-9181
or 7534124 after 5 p.m.
1174 CHEVELLE
Automatic transmission,
power steering and
brakes, air, AM Radio
tape
player,
with
$3,050.00 If interested,
call 901-642-7761 after 5.
1971 MAVERICK, good
condition, straight shift, 6
cylinder. $1350. 220
electric heater, two new
screen doors. Call 753-2203
after 4 p.m

1972 Chest Vega, beautiful
shape 51 075 90
1969 Dew 1600. 2 seat sport
convertible 580000.
1963 Chevy Boom trod. Cat
pick up compleie cars 51375.01.
12,000 lb Dynaweld Tilt trailer,
581500
1959 GM( 350 Cab and chassis.
5315%
Sell powered gasoline wench.

COLLECTORS ITEM 1950 Ford. $1,500. One
owner. Good condition.
Call 753-8375.
1970 FORD LTD 2 door. 507
South 7th St.
1957 CHEVY, 2 door post.
Body only. Good glass.
Interior good. Body
rough. $100.00. Call 1546465 after 5 p.m.

Good condrtion S375_00
Industrial burning torch hose and
guages 585 00

Call
436-2538

1965 PONTIAC, 2 door.
Real good motor. $225.
Call 753-6392.

Truck For Sale
1969 Chevrolet Pick-up,
long bed, 307 V-8, radio,
new set of tires, A number 1 shape throughout,
must see & chive to appreciate

University
Station
16th & C

Gulf

1971 FORD, one ton dump
truck. Call 753-7370.
1173 CAPRICE ESTATE
Chevrolet station wagon.
23,000 actual miles, 400
transmission, all power,
all extra. Excellent
condition. Phone 489-2715.
1969 FORD VAN. $1,300 or
best offer. Good condition. Phone 753-2482.

CUSTOM BUILT COTTAGE
bedroom win ben, Ihing-Iiiintkitcliee.
Meet end Air cardamons. hitt corP". Larl•
deck. WM bold on Medan let *oar luic

For Fertker Information Contact

BELIEVE IT OR NoT
ONLY $9,950.00

M R Jeffries*, Fulton Ronk
M Mcarldc City Not( aank
Exiarfor

(Col. Rubert Ainley, Auctioneer

1974 OLDS CUTLASS S.
White finish with red
leather interior, swivel
bucket seats. Excellent
condition. $3,850. Call 3546392 or 354-8301.

SOUTH FIJI.TON,TN.-4704713

Aurora, Kentucky 42048

Phone 474-2717

51

0"rred

51 Services Offered

ROY HARMON'S Car1967 MUSTANG. Call 43E- EXPERIENCED PAIN- M&B CONSTRUCTION
penter Shop ( old ice
TER will do interior or
5366.
CO., landscaping,
plant),
exterior work by the hour
complete
backhoe work, general
remodeling and repairs,
or job. 7534343.
hogging,
hauling, bush
NICE MR CHRYSLER, 2
cabinets, paneling, doors,
door hard top, $1,050. 1972 HAVING TROUBLE
plowing and discing. Call
formica work, finish
436-2540.
Pinto, vinyl top, 4 speed,
getting electrical jbbs
carpentry, contracting.
11,175. Call 489-2595.
done? Then call 753-4484.
Phone 753-4124 or 753-0790
CLEANING,
nights.
CARPeT
50. Campers
ELECTRICAL
WIRING experienced, very
home and industrial, air reasonable rates, 53. Feed And Seed
CAMP-A-RAMA Sales,. conditioning
and
references, free
SEED WHEAT,uncertified
Coachman, Trail Star,
refrigeration, plumbing
estimates. Quick drying.
Arthur, cleaned and
Fold down, unique, Good
and heating. Call 474-8841
253-9618.
or
753-5827
Call
dried, no onions. Call 753used trailers,/
1
2 mile east
or 753-7203
1973.
of 68 and 641 intersection.
NEED YOUR hay hauled?
Draffenville, Ky. Phone
WILL
DO
Call 502-436-2516.
54 Free Column
527-7807.
HOUSECLEANING. Call
492-8354.
'1972 COMPACT JR., all
SIX MONTH old female
fiberglass 13' camper.
kitten. Black ai2d white.
LICENSED ELECTDesigned especially for
Desperately needs a good
TRICIAN - Prompt,
compact cars. $850. Call
home. Being cared for by
o job
efficient service.
ce. No
753-1566.
the Humane Society. Call
too small, Call Ernest
753-3535 after 4:30.
White. 753-0605.
1135.4th Street
1974 STARCRAFT, Star
Wintry
DOZER
work
SMALL
6 MALE puppies plus
master 8. Excellent
For
dependable watch
done. Call 753-7370.
mother. Call 753-7608.
condition. Used very
little. Call 753-7231.
and jewelry repair
EXPERIENCED ElecFREE KITTENS. Call
Factory Approved
trician. 30 years depenafter 5 p.m. 435-4455.
22 FT. FULLY SELFAccutron Service
service,
dable
contained travel trailer
homewiring, remodeling
1972 model. Sacrifice
EIGHT WEEK old part
repairs, service changes,
$2,750 at Fox Meadows
Collie puppy, female,
grain bins & dairy barns. ROY HARMON'S CARSouth 16th Street. Call 753black
with
brown
PENTER
Shop. markings, has 4
All work guaranteed. Call
3855.
white
Professionals. Building,
753-7488.
paws and a white blaze on
remodeling, repairing.
51. Services Offered
the nose. Also have 6 week
Call 753-4124, South 4th
WILL KEEP children after
old part Beagle puppy,
Street. Across from Hi- female, black and
3 p.m. weekdays, anytime
white,
FIREWOOD BY truckload.
Burger.
753-5057,
weekends.
Call
has been wormed. Call
Pottertown
ton, on
L'2
have references.
753-4307, after 5.
Road. $10.00, you pick up.
GUTTERING BY Sears,
Call 753-9618.
Sears seamless gutters MOTHER CAT and 6 week
CONinstalled
per
your old kittens. Grey tiger
HAVING TROUBLE LAKELAND
STRUCTION. I3ackhoe
specifications. Call Larry striped, will make lovable
getting those small
work in vacinity of 121
Lyles at 753-2310 for free pets. Call 753-3994 after
plumbing jobs done?
South and 94 South to New
estimates.
Then call 753-6614.
4:30.
Concord. Gravel, white
rock and top soil
ALUMINUM SERVICE
delivered anywhere. Call
COMPANY siding by
Alcoa. Stronger longer
Ross, 436-2505, open 7
aeons
awnings by Howmet
days a week.
Aluminum or Rigid Vinyl.
No down payment. Free JOHN
HUTCHENS'
tirmv
estimates. Call 492-8647.
Plumbing and Electric.
No jobs too small. Call
CONTACT, SHOLAR
436-5642 early morning or
Sales-Service-Parts
Brothers for all your
late afternoon.
Will buy used trains
bulldozing, backhoe work,
Perfect Christmas Gifts for Father or Son
or trucking needs. Phone GENERAL
Aurora, 3544138 or 354HOUSECLEANING Call
Phone 75349.45 or 753-7570 after 5:00
8161 after 7 p. m.
436-2295.

Furches
Jewelry

NOW OPEN

HOBBY CENTER

LIONEL TRAINS

CLASSIFIED AD
FALL CLEARANCESALE
TO HELP YOU CLEAR OUT YOUR HOME OR
BUSINESS FOR FALL, THE CLASSIFIED AD SECTION
OF THE MURRAY LEDGER AND TIMES IS HAVING A
SALE ON CLASSIFIED ADS ALL DURING THE MONTH OF OCTOBER.

The sale is open to everyone,for every section on
the classified page, small reader ads or classified
display ads as long as they meet the following
requirements:
v Ads must run three consecutive days.
No changes will be made in copy.
v Paid days will run first.
rebate will be given if ad is cancelled before
expiration.
All standard rates on classified display and classified ads will
remain in effect.
Total
No days
No days
Days Run
Free
paid
4
1
3
2
8
6
12
3
9
NOW IS THE TIME FOR YOU TO SAVE ON YOUR ADVERTISING. Sell
those white elephants you have laying around, rent thol apartment
trailer or house, sell,that home or car. Take advantage of this chance
to reduce the money you spend on advertising during Oct. Call now
anckarrange for your ad to start on Oct. 1st.

•

tile Real Estate & Auction

51. Services Uttered

•

JfELPUWM-HE
. LPYOU
---ATA SAVINGS TO YOURSELF
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Businessman's Corner
LETS TALK ABOUT NEWSPAPER
ADVERTISING

Mrs. Thompson Dies
Monday; Funeral
To Be Wednesday

01:41

Inv

Mrs. Georgia Ann Thompson
of Hardin Route One died
Monday at 1:50 a.m. at the
Benton Municipal Hospital.
The deceased was 90 years of
age and a member of the Olive
Baptist Church.
Survivors are six daughters,
Mrs. Mary Lee Bogard of
Murray Route One, Mrs. Reba
Lovett and Mrs. Lola Darnall of
Hardin Route One, Mrs. Nellie
Lovett and Mrs. Emma Travis
of Benton Route Eight,and Mrs.
Pinkie Poole of Port Charlotte,
Fla.; two sons, Wilson Thompson of Benton Route Eight and
James H. Thompson of
Romulus, Mich.
Also surviving are three
sisters, Mrs. Clenunie Thomas
and Mrs. Mollie Sumners of
Cadiz and Mrs. Lillie Averitt of
Hopkinsville; one brother,
Prentice Wilson of Cadiz;
twenty-two grandchildren;
thirty-one great grandchildren;
six great great grandchildren.
Funeral services will be held
Wednesday at one p.m. at the
chapel of the Collier Funeral
Home, Benton, with Rev. R. J.
Burpoe and Rev. Dennis Waters
officiating.
Grandsons will serve as
pallbearers and burial will be in
the Horn Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.

rings

This series of columns is prepared by the
advertising staff of The Murray Ledger iS
Times. Left to right are Barbara Alexander,
advertising manager, and Frank Gonzales
and Debra Miller, sales people. Contact any
one of them at 753-1919 for assistance with
your advertising program.
WHAT SHOULD YOUR NEWSPAPER
ADVERTISING BUDGET BE?
Two questions that plague advertisers are: How can
we make our advertising more effective? How much
advertising is enough? To find probable answers let's
take a look at the over all advertising picture.
In a recent year $13.1 billion was spent on national advertising, (all media), and $10 billion more was spent on
local advertising. $5.7 billion of the $10 billion local
expenditure was spent in local newspaper advertising! In
other words, over half of all advertising dollars spent, for
all types of advertising done on a local level, were spent
in newspaper advertising! Just looking at the figures tells
a big story.
J. C. Penney Co., in one recent year, did $5 billion in
gross sales. The company spent, that same year, over $15
million on national advertising, and about $88 million on
local advertising, giving it an advertising cost-to-sales
ratio of 2.06%.
The same year, Sears, Roebuck, with Sales of over $10
billion. spent $200 million on national advertising, and
nearly $300 million on local advertising, and came out
with an advertising cost-to-sales ratio of 5%. Obviously
you can't argue with success, but few local businesses are
in the Sears' or Penney's ball park, and even fewer have
been in business long enough to build up the advertising
accumulative benefits that such old and long established
firms enjoy, to say nothing of the collective national
advertising benefits that each branch receives from the
massive national efforts in all media.
Advertising even affects the stock market. Of 30
leading national advertisers, representing a broad range
of:goods and services — when compared with stocks of
_ non-advertisers — the advertisers' stocks outpaced the
market for a recent four year period. Six of the 30 stocks
more than doubled during the four-year period, while the
market on the whole grew less than 10%. Conclusion:
People who buy stocks heartily believe in the value of advertising, and are influenced in their belief by the image
that advertising has created for the companies in which
they invest their money.
Advertising, in many companies, is the largest expense
in their overhead, and it is planned this way, it doesn't
just ;tappen." And, why shouldn't it be when it has been
provOlay a eonipany that without regular advertising
-they do not achieve the desired sales volume? Proctor &
Gamble, Ford, Coca-cola and other big, well known companies could easily say. "we're big enough and been
around long enough that regular advertising is not really
necessary — everybody know us.- But no highly successful business looks at advertising that way. They learned
the hard way they can't afford to "kill the goose that lays
golden eggs!"
If you have been inconsistent in past advertising
efforts, and now you want to get into it logically and
thoroughly, you can certainly find value in taking the
suggestions offered in the publicized advertising records
of the "big boys." However, don't plan to hold your
advertising expenditures down to the exact same ratio
because you can be certain they are getting considerable
benefit from past advertising and the years of image
building and product promotion that resulted.
Go into your newspaper advertising campaign with the
full knowledge that there are bound to be disappoint
ments, as there are in all business-endeavors. And, never
allow your attitude toward advertising to deteriorate to
the point that, when the going gets tough, you slash the
ad budget first. Cutting your newspaper advertising
expenditure when business is bad is like the astronaut
who, on finding his load too heavy in his spacecraft, ejects
fuel so he can travel a greater distance. It's obviously
foolhardy to "eject the fuel- that can propel your business
vehicle forward.

Funeral Is Held
For Mrs. Sins
The funeral for Mrs. Leta
Sins was held Monday at two
p.m. at the chapel of the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral
Home with Rev. R. J. Burpoe
officiating and Mrs. Otto Erwin
playing the organ.
Pallbearers were Russell
Anderson, Randy Prince,
Tommy Noles, Bobby Prince,
John Prince, and Bobby Noles.
Burial was in the Union Ridge
Cemetery.
Mrs. Sirls, age 84, died
Saturday at the MurrayCalloway County Hospital. She
is survived by two daughters,
Mrs. thetas Noles and Mrs.
Edith Anderson; two sons,
Robert L. Butler and Joe M.
Sir1s•e4hree sisters, Mrs. Harry
Henson, Mrs. Reba Prince, and
Mrs. David McPhee; five
grandchildren; nine great
grandchildren.

rnac3oc1 Raitice4

Federal State Market News Service-October 14. 1975
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 8 Buying Stations
Receipts Act. 470 Eat. 400 Barrows & Gilts
1.25-1.50 lower Sows 2.00-3.00 lower
$60254075
US 1-2 200-230 lbs.
159 75-6025
US 1-3 200-240 lb.
$59 00-59 75
US 2-4 240-280 lbs
08.25-59.00
US 3-4200-30 lbs.
Sows
251 00-52 OD
US 1-2 270-350 lbs.
$51 00-5200
1JS 1-3 300-4501ba.....
$51 50-52 50
US 1-3 450-650 lba
850 00-51 00
US 2-3 300-500 lbs
Boars 40 0043 00

Afraid
You're
Going
Deaf?

Prices otstocks of local interest at nooc
today tirMstied to the Ledger k Times by
91 Sisson Co are as follows.
Airco
Amer. Motors
Ashland Oil
A.T.& T.
Boise Cascade
Ford
Gen Motors
Gen Tire
Goodrich
Gulf Oil
Pennwalt
quaker Oat;
Republic sod.
Singer
Tappan

Western Dream
Zenith

119% unc
Ss
19% +%
47% +%
21% AI
39% 4%
54% unc
14% 4%
16% unc
i22%
24% one
19 unc

zow

Marc Hays, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Bob Hays represented the
Murray Vocational DECA
Chapter as a delegate to the
recent Kentucky Youthpower
Food Conference. He was
selected to attend for having an
outstanding leadership record
and interest in the food industry
of Kentucky. During the Kentucky Youthpower Food Conference teenagers attended
representing 4-H Clubs, Future
Farmers, Boy Scouts, Future
Homemakers and Distributive
Education Clubs.
Sponsored by the food industries of Kentucky, with
Farm Bureau and cooperating
state agencies, the conference
objectives were to dramatize
statewide concern about
teenage eating habits and the
cultural, social and economic
values of food; to develop
cooperation between youth
groups; to increase understanding of the farm-to-table
story; to improve teenage
nutrition; and to acquaint
teenagers with a better understanding of food careers:
Hays participated in all
Group Assemblies, Posting of
Flags, and Discussion Groups.
Tours of various food establishments in the Louisville area had
been planned, and each
delegate was assigned to a
specific tour. Each host industry, to be visited, generously
agreed to provide a free lunch
for the delegates and others.
Hays also toured the Rainbo
Baking Company. Here the
students saw how bread was
produced from the farmer to the
consumer and at the end of the
tour each received a complimentary loaf of Roman Meal
Bread.

Dr. Ruby Holland
Dies At Westview;
Funeral Is Today

.VEXT WEEK: IS NEWSPAPER. ADVERTISING A
GOOD"SHOT-IN-THE-ARM?"

Hog Market

Marc Hays Represents
Murray At Conference

LI

I

+,t
5 unc
13% one
22% 4%

Dr.Ruby L. Holland,a retired
chiropractor, died Sunday
evening at the Westview
Nursing Home, Murray. She
was 79 years of age and a
resident of Wingo Route Two.
The deceased was the wife of
the late Marvin Holland. She
had
been
practicing
chiropractor since 1940, and
prior to that taught school in
Bardwell and several other
places in Western Kentucky.
Survivors are one brother,
Oscar B. Luther, Wingo Route
Two, and two nieces, Mrs.
James Majors of Wingo Route
Two and Mrs. Joanne Ritchie of
Fort Oglethorpe, Ga.
Funeral services are being
held today at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Hopkins and
Brown Funeral Home, Wingo,
with Bro. Robert Usrey and
Bro. Gerald Baker officiating.
Interment will be in the
Lebanon Church of Christ
Cemetery near Sedalia.

GOSPEL MEETING

Delegates are charged with
the responsibility to tell the
"food story" in their home
communities, through radio,
television, newspaper articles
and speaking to civic clubs,
school assemblies, P.T.A.'s,
youth groups and Farm
Bureaus. Hays will be available
to tell the food story to local
groups upon request. Program
requests should be sent to
Murray Vocation Center
(DECA)or call the local DECA
Chapter at 753-1870.

PLEASANT VALLEY
CHURCH OF CHRIST
OCTOBER 19 - 24, 1975
7:30 p. m.

MARRIAGE TREATY
A marriage treaty was
signed at Hampton Court Oct.
4,1539, for Henry VIII of England to marry Anne of Cleves

t.
4
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Floyd N. Wiley
Grantsburg, III.
Topics:
1st Day:
2nd Day:
3rd Day:
4th Day:
5th Day:
6th Day:

"In the Image of God." What would you give in
exchange?''
"Have Miracles Ceased."
"Peter"
"Jesus -- and the rock."
"Bound for the promised land."
"Judgement"

Re

Re

Connie Wyatt - Minister
Jim Wineinger - Song Leader

MARKET 414
NOW HAS

•

PENNSYLVANIA HOUSE
After a long trip to two furniture markets and many conversations we have finally been appointed Pennsylvania
House Furniture dealers.
We have pm-chased over $25,000.00 of fine furniture for
you to choose from.
Come in and browse around at your convenience.
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Rites Held Monday
For Mrs. Courson

Final rites for Mrs. Ola
Courson were held Monday at
two p.m. at the chapel of the J.
H. Churchill Funeral Home with
US. Homes
4% +% Rev. Jack Jones and Rev. G. T.
Kaufman & Broad
-----------7 -4-94
Moody officiating. Music was
Ponderoaa Systems
18% -%
Kimberly Clark
3% +% by Gus Robertson, Jr., and
UlnOn Carbide
57% +44 Richard Jones.
W.Ft Grace
24% -%
Serving as pallbearers were
Texaco
n% 41
/
4
General Fier
481
/
4
Tommy Lavender, Terrell
10/
1
4 +vs
GAF corp
Georgia Pacific
M% +% Johnson, Maynard Ragsdale,
+ks Flavil
Pfizer
Robertson, Edgar
Jim Walters
29% +1,4
orris, and Wayne Flora.
Kirsch
II% me
49% +%
Disney
urial was in the MurrAy City
311 +%
Franklin Mint
Cemetery.
Mrs. Courson, age 80, died
LAKE DATA
Saturday at the Parkview
Kentucky Lake, 7 a.m. 355.5 Convalescent Center, Paducah.
up 0.1. Below dam 302.1 down She was a retired licensed
0.9.
practical nurse._
Barkley:lake,.r a.m. 364.2
Survivors are. .1sro.....sistacs,.....
dow, OA, Below dam 316.2 up Mrs. Orville Anderson and Mrs.
0.1.
Shirley Shake; two brothers,
Sunset 6:23. Sunrise 7:03.
Charles and J. Y. I,ynn

CHERRY DINING ROOM

Prices of stock of local interest at noon.
EDT, today, furnished to the Ledger &
Times by First of Michigan. Corp., of
Murray. are as follows

Chicago, M. - A fn. (MIN 1/1
epeeist interest to these wise boor
hist de met esiderrtend weals bee
Moe asimeameoilby 1144toae. A neeoperistise model of the saallest
Ilettsa• ael ever mils ern be groom
obsoletely fres to impose
ressiettiag it.
This is met s rsal haw* ahl, bet
It will show yes hew Way bar*
bole am M. It's yowl to Inns,
hoe. The meted aid weighs less
them•NMI of am same*, sad it's al
at ear level, in sae emit Its wires
Mai hen belly t• Mat
The.. asailets ars fres, so writs
•
-- ham4or row
-Psaim* bees ossio1, se write today
to Dept. Ma Illettess Thsetroaks
Carp., 42191 W. Ilktorie St.,
Chimps, II., 40644.

Hc
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Born in Texas 1917.
Preached in the Detroit area for 35
years.
Meetings in Texas and Michigan.
Attended Freed
Hardeman
College.
Took an early retirement from
Ford Motor Company after 31 years.
Last sixteen years in management.
Now actively engaged in all areas
of church work and in raising cattle.

Charlotte Gregory
Named Director Of
Centre Alumni Assn.
Mrs. Charlotte O'Keefe
Gregory of Murray has been
elected as one of twelve new
directors of the Alumni
Association of Centre College at
Danville.
Rick Nahm, director of
alumni affairs, said the 12 new
directors will serve three-year
terms.
The board of directors of the
Alumni Association is the
governing body of the alumni
group. It is responsible for
developing and directing
programs of service to both
alumni and the college In
general.
Mrs. Gregory is the wife of
John A. Gregory, an attorney in
Murray. They live at Rt. 7, Box
19A in Murray.

Volum

CHERRY BEDROOM
'

MARKET 414 FURNITURE
414 Market St. — Paris
•
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